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CHAPTIlt 1

overs ial
In the Late 1940 '. end early 1950 '. there va. a looa and contr
i.t propo sition
.erie a of exper1ment. direc ted tow.r ds te.tin g the funct ional
and wante of the
that perce ption 18 an ill8tru ment. l activ ity lervin g the need,
. into perob.er ver. In juet wluIt vay. or to what exten t perso nality enter
ur. of the impect
capti on contin uea to be a matte r of .ome contr overa y. A ....
direc tly relate d
which thie relati onshl p ha. h.d upon ar... of p.ycholoSY 1...
such e. "P.rto exper iment al p.ych olog, is evide nt in the comi ns of t.rms
ins visua l
ceptua1 Defenee, II .nd I'SubU.miual Advert 1a ill8 , II and .tudi•• relet
thr••holds to p.,ch iatric dl.or der..

that thi. i.sue haa been of publi c con-

on Sublt minal
cern ..... emply appar ent in a reque st made by the Commi•• ion
on thi. topic ,
Proje ction of the .tete of lew Jer.ey in 1959 for inform ation
of indiv idual .
Co1dtamond (1959 ), and by a r.the r m1.SUlded worry on the p.rt
unwanted it_.
that they would be coaapeUed by .ublim inal adve rt18i . to bu,
of the publ ic'.
Apparently .ome concern conti nue. to .xi.t not onl, in terma
of p.,ch olo".
confu sion about .ubUJ linal techn iques , but .110 in the field
•• the follow ing excer pt from a rec.n t .rtic le would indic ate:
to p.ych othera py
While the i.sue of behav ior contr ol firat .1'088 in re,ard
coadi tionin g
opera
it 18 now far broad er, .nd cover s othar ar. . . .uch as minalntstimu lation ,
teach iQl machines, hypnosiS, .enso ry depri vatio n. aubU.
and .tm11 ar studi•••
us that it
A. ve learn IIOre about husun bahev ior, it i. incr... 1aal, obvio
201.)
i. contr ollab le by variOUS techn ique. . (Kraa ner. 1962. p.se
•• a proMore recen tly, .ttem pt. have been made to d••l 'With perce ption
pt. h.ve b.en
ce•• in vhich deci. ion makiua may pla, .n impor tant role. Attem
1

2

made to quantif, the ob.erver'. contribution to the perceptual proc•••• and to
relate it to variable. aore readUy ob.ervable than unconacious proce••e., and
.elective utilization of cue..

'l'bi. approach. ari.ing frOli decision theory,

haa the advantase that it .pecifie. the observer l • contribution to perc.ption
at other than the coover.ational l.vel.

It provide. quantitative relation-

ahip. between the aen.ory capabilities and the nonaenaory facton.

As pointed

out by Goldiamoad (1962) the deciaion makina characteriatica of an ob.erver
may relate to the individual'. pa.t hi. tory of rewarda aDd aver.ive consequence. a.sociated with deci.ion outcome..

Altbouah int.r-individual differ-

ences have b.en obs.rved in a aumber of signal d.tection .tudie., it has not
been the focus of investigation.
Although many aodificati0D8 of the thematic Apperception Te.t (tAt) have
found us.

a.

re.earch tools, no sttemptl have been made to relate decislon

making characteristica, as evidenc.d in a perceptual ta.k, to personality
dtmenalona .... ur.d on the tAT.
for such a taak .ince the

~T

In many ways the tAT s.ea. ideally auit.d

carda are frequently d.scribed as depicting

ambiguous interperaoul problem aituatiou which the subject 18 asked to
resolve.

WhUe the subject '8 TAT dec1aloDB .y be infinitely more complex in

th. handliua of the

~T

ambiguity and uncertainty, it aeem. likely that basic

patt.rns and characteristics unique to each individual may be revealed.

A

manual wa. conatructed for .coriQl ,roup administered, six cerd tAT protocol.
by

~ne

Other..

(1959)a10na the dtmenaioDa of Jel1ance upon Self. and aeliance upon
In addition, an Emotional Word mea.ure, first described by Ullm8n &

MCfarland (1957). may cODtrlbut a stylistic or laQguag8 dimension which would
enhance the ebaracteri.ation of the .ubject by the otber

two

measur.s.

3

It is proposed that the dimensions of self reliance and other reliance
represent basic strategies of relying upon one's inner resources for deciSion
making, and relying upon other people IS external sources for decision making
in situations where uncertainty is maximized.

Also, that to the extent that

performance under conditions of stimulus tmpoveriahment, as in threshold me.. urement situati0a8, represents a solution to the uncertainty, one may expect
8e1f and other reliance to be 81gnific«nt detenminanta of behavior.

the logi-

cal relationship between UILmaa's emotional word measure and decision makiQg
i, lee8 cleer. but ia of interest since stylistic d1manaions of the 'tAT have
been a relatively neglected area.
'!be main puxpose of this study i l to predict the degree to which an

observer's deciSion making characteristics on a perceptual tbreebold taslt w111

be influenced by the experimenter's inetructioas.

The central CJ,ueaUon is to

what extent are self reUant and other reliant observers .uaceptlble to influ-

ence
ta8k.

ft'oro,

others. or extern.al source. of information on

8

visusl detection

'lbe predictionl will be based upon the TAt meaaures of aelf and otber

reliance.
The following bypotheses are formulated to carry out the main purpose of
the study.

1.

Self rellant and other reliant ob.ervera will sbow significant differences from esch otbar in the degree to which their perceptual per
iot'llllnce is effected by the experimenter'. 1natructlons.

2.

Self l."eliot and otber reliant observers w111 be significantly, poaitively related on tbose perceptual maa.urea of sensory capabilities.

3.

Self l."el1lnt and other l."eliant ob.erver. will be positively, but DOt

4
significantly related on those perceptual measures of decision criteria.
To the extent. that emotional expression on the

~T

represents a dimension of

guardedness and freedom of expression in the face of the uncertainty of the
~T

taak, one may expect the following relationship to the perceptual task.

1.

The gr•• tar the emotional word ratio (ratio of emotional words to
total words), the more susceptible will be the observer to external
80tlrcea of information (expertmenterts instructions).

CH.UTll 11

The review of the relevant literature will be concerned with data in the
area. of decision making and perception, and the measurement of self reliance,
other reliance, and emotional expressivene.s with the Thematic Apperception
Teat.
DeeisiC\l Haklpa

lotable

.!!!9 b rc !Ptlon

among

the studies iovestiaatias the influence of decision

factors upon perception have been a group of expertm8nts which have been
called the "lew Look in Perception." Thes. studies have been concerned with
testing the general propOSition that perception 18 an instrumental activity
serving the needs and wants of the individual perceiver.

Bruner & POltman

1949) were leaders in this movement. and espoused the notion that we perceive
what we need to perceive. Bud "hat we a:-e used to perceiving.

Rather than

review the vast amount of research which has accumulated in this area. which
has been done by Adams (1957) with ra8ard to 8ubU.m1nal perception. by Jenkins

(1957) for perceptual defense, and by Goldiamond (1958) emphasizing the psych
physical methodology, some repreeentative stUdies will be cited whi.ch have
particular relevance to the proposed investigation.
The HI... Look" _thodology 18 exemplified in a study by lleston (1956).
In this study the author val intereated in the relationahlp between paranoid
achizophrenia and homo.exual impulles accordias to Fr.eud'. (1911) formulation.
Homo.exual and neutral words were pre.ented tachi.toscopically to paranoid
5

8chizophrenic., uncl•• sified schiaophrenics, and normals.

The resulting thre.

holda indicated that paranoid a<.:hlzophrenies recognbed bomoeexual words lignUicantly quicker than did the other sro'!.1ps.

'I1tus, the theoretical formula-

tiona of defense against homosexuality •• " dynamic mechanis.. of paranoid conditions seemed verified.

However, upon examin1na the methodology employed, and the parceptt'sl
respona8 indi.cator utUbttd, one beg1.ns

was actually involved.
tbe accurate

que.tion to what ex.tent per.ceptton

The perceptual response indicator utilised here ~ ••

re(~ogn1tion,

flaebed . upon the screen.

tC'l

and report to the expf!riml!nt..er.. of thf!l wor'" being
19uol'i.ng the v"ri"bl •• of the

such .ords, and the formal stimulus characteristics such

fre~uency

.1

of uI.se of

number of letter.

of the words, it is fairly obvious that detection. recognition, lind fInally
report are aU involved 1n the rtuJulting acc:tlraey seore. or threshold.
ta

ftO

way of

k~ina

from the response indicator

l~ed

There

whether the normals and

uncla.. Uied schieophrenles actually required lODger dlJrstion for recognition
and detection, or simply kept their movths shut until they were sure.

In any

ea•• , the perceptual reaponet: indicator utUbed he:t:e is admitting variance
from aeveral sources, the le.st of which . y be perception.

That this indica-

tor ••• coupled with the aacending method of ltroit8 of stimulus presentation
reaulted 1n lowered thresholds for the paranoids, .nd the impresaion of
grester s.naitivity.
'.rhaps the moet con. is tent criticiam which hu been _d. of
r •••• rch by

~

H"

Look"

(1957), JeDkiua (1957), .nd Gold1amond (1958) 1. that the

perceptual reSpOu.8 indicator utilized ia a relativ.ly inv.lid one.

In moat

c.... the r ••pou.e indicator u ••d h.. been a .emantic one which r.quired

7

either a y.s-no

resp~eJ

or a verbsliaation of the word flaahed.

Such indi-

cators admit variance related to language, learning. and persanality to auch
an extent that it t8 impossible to determine to what extent, if at all, per-

ception i . involved.
The approach utilized by the "lIew Look" studies is heavily dependent upon
the validity of the underlying psychophysical

which they are utilized.

proeedl.~res,

and the mamer in

Blackwell'a investigatioaa of the psychophyaical pro-

cedure. themaelves (1952a, 1952b, 1953a, 1953b) bava ahown rather conclusively
that the semantic indicator (Y8a·oo) ia a relatively invalid one.
indicator ia modif1ed

to

When the

a verbal report of stimulua words, the variance is

compounded, and the task ceases to be a perceptual

ODe.

An implicit assumption in cODventional threahold measurement studie. is
one of non-continuous tniormat:J.on.
ulus valuee

DO 1nfo~tion ia

That ia, that above, or below certain stim-

received.

While this .saumption may have

COD-

aiderable merit for sigDa1 detection at extreme conditions of stimulus intenaity where the phyaiol03ical mechanisms of the observer eet very definite
ltmlta, it is mialeadtDg when applied too literally to too wide a range of
.t~ll.

Bricker & Chapeni. (1953) demooatrated conclusively that stimuli

which were incorrectly pereeived, and thus below the recognition threshold.
atill conveyed information to the obaerver.

Goldlaraond (1954), in inveatlgat-

ins subliminal perception and forced chOice judsments, atmilarly found that
above chance level responae. occur at all polnte along the psychophysical
ogive, whether above, below, or at that particular atatistical point whare the
probability of reportina stimulus awaren.aa la

SO~.

Theae U.Ddl.a appear to

be cooaruent with detection theory Which viewl information aa continuous.

v

Thus, accu:recy i. not an ,11

OJ: Done

phenomena, and that incol'rect "a.poDS.'

oceul' rina in tbl'esbold studies are not really random gues ••• by the subject.
but

o~cur

for valid eeneory reesone.

Studies by Brown (1960), Erikson (196Q). Weiner. & Sehiller (1960). and
Fuh:rer & Ed,ckaon (1960) all dealing with nSubUndnal,1I and HUneouclous li per..

caption. indicate the trend
inherent

prope~ty

~W(\y

from de1111.ng wtth the threshold .s eome real

in the f.nd:lvidual.

Instoad theee .eudie. empttuize the

learning prt.lcess involved 1.n the perceptual response, and an considerably
m.ore skeptical of the actual role pleyed b, perception.

The discus.lou of

sinalo or dual processes by Weiner & Schiller (1960) i. worthy of note.

'1'bey

conc:lude, after a rather lacgtny -ro',iew of the evidence, that a one process
explanation of perceptual behavior under conditions of stimltl 'Ja 1ttpovel'lahMnt
is entirely ad.quat..

They .1'0 found no need to po8tuUte special pt"ocess.a

(perceptual defeMe or aubU. miul perception) to aCcoUXlt fo-r instance. in
which behavior without na-ren.ua ha. apparently been deout"Cated.
lftltm attention has been paid to the underlying assumptions, psychophysi-

cal methodoloa1. find perceptual response indicat.o-r, the

8~lbU.m1Ml

and p.r-

ceptual defeue .ffectl either, van1sh t or are adequately explained by e:·d.atina

principles.

Gold1aaond (1958). reviewi. . one hundred ai.nety-.tx articles on

8ubUminal pex-caption, concludes that until tbe ptll'ceptu.al variance cau be

differentiated from the vat"iance due to leasuese, le.rntaa. and persoaality.
it will be imposaible to as.tan. clear cut roia to the•• factors.

It ia

regardtna thia probl. . that the ligul detection model bas been of moat

Wle

ill

perceptual inv.stiaat:.ons t and offers the possibUlty of s.paratitll the ob••n

ar's deciSion maklaa characteristic. from ht& sensory capacities.

9
Quite recently several theorists have begun to apply soma of the techniques and .pproach.. from iDformation theory and game theory to the clsssical
probl_ in p.ychophysics.

In the area of perception thi.

haa

assumed the

name

of signal detection, and is outlined in the works of Luce (1959). %anner &
SWets (1954). SWeta.!!.!!. (1961). aad Goldiamond (1958, 1962).

'lbe importance

which this .pproach ha. had i. exemplified in a .tatement by Goldtamond (1958,
page 213):
Work by Blackwell which systematically inveatigates differences between
indicators t and related research 1n decision theory and sianal detection
constitute a major breakthrough in p.ychophysics and perception. Thi.
breakthrough i. both methodological and theoretical, and bid. to aupply
new applicatlons of psychophySical techniques as well .s insights into new

.r....

The signal detection .pproach to threshold measurement holds that the term
threshold is misleading in that it implie. that a threshold doe. exiet, and
that the only problem facing the experimenter i. to measure it.

However, a

glance at the coaflicting results obtained in the area of perceptual defense
indicates that the threshold problem is c0D8iderably more complex than simply
accuracy of measurement.

By conceptualizing the subject

8.

an observer whoae

behavior in a threshold problem 18 in part • function of the valu.. attached
to deci8ion

~ltCome ••

it becomes possible to aeparate the nonperceptual

factors from the ob.erver's aensory capacities.

Swats

~!l. (1961)

report

on two iavestisationa into the effect of varying the p.y-offs for hits. and
pana1tlaa for falee alarms which indicate a definite

~alatlonship

resulting detection threshold. and the pay-off schedules.

between the

Luce (1959)

describes the information which determine. any obserJer's performance
ins from two source..

88

The first is that information which 1. internally

aria-

10
available to the observeI' as

8

function of the stimulus situation.

'!'he aecona

cone.sms the information derived from pl'ior pay-cfb and penallles.

The

ob:!ferver 1s thOltght of as a decision maker ...ho applies the infoxmation gained

from prior

pay~offG

to the

info~t1on

arising

cu~rontly.

n\US

the tvo types

of information deterwino the observer's probability of detecting the signal.
The ability to differentiate these two aspects of the vbsarver's

perfo~nce

seems to be one of the major advantages which decision theory providea.

To

the eztent which this theoretical model allows ene to separate the observer's
eensory capacities from the effecte of .et, attitude. and motivational variables. one can avoid the confusion which hampered perceptual defeue investi,"
aations.

Traditionally, these two aapects of behavior have beeu confused in

experiments in which the dependent variable is the intensity of the stimulus
that il required for the thre.hold response.

Althouah decision theorists appear rather reticent to deal with attitudinal. motivatioul. or uperlonal1ty" variables. in un)' instanees they fall
back upon de.cripttve terms which indicate that individual differences are
oper.tina. and continually make u•• of the term "Jteccd.ver Ope-ratina Characteristic" to refer to the performance cutves.

r4DDer & Swettl (1954) use sueh

'enw a, "reckIe.," aad I'eautioua u to deacribe the obaerver'. dee18100 making
behavior.

Smith & Wil80n (1953) deacribe group. of subject8

and Hliberar' in their utilisation of ,eaaantie indicator,.
(1) I didn't hear. but suus. (2) I hurd nothina.
certain I beard; (2) I think 1 heard.

8S

HeODSenative"

"Boil could mean:

IIl.,n could lDdnll

(1) I'm

Gold1a1aond (1961). in eaplain1na th.

implications of 8ianal detection theory, makes use of ,uch terma a. "hallucinator," and "detector!! to refer to possible 8ignal detection characteri8tic.

11

aa

8

function of bita and false alarm rat.s.
Howevar, in the examples given bere the description terms 811 refer back

to 'Pacific. explicit variables in the obaerver·. oebavior--namely. hie false
aIa11m rate and his detection rate, instead of the intensity at which detection,
recognition, or report occurred.
10lS.8,

To refer again to the area of laina and

a disproportionate fala. alaTm rate leada to a deacription of the

obaerver aa a hallucinator. a 11ber.l, or a carele.a obaerver.

The converse

concU"Uon would lead the obaerver to be described as cautious, conservative,
or •• a detector.

In contrast to this view of the observer the l'Rew Look"

atudies in perception describe the ob.erver

8S

defending .Sainst, or being

seneitiaed to properties of the .timulus (taboo words .s an example), and eODelude. that paranoid. have • lower thre.hold for hOlD08exual worda than nonu18.
The .odel of .ignal detection h.a arown out of decision theory, .nd consequently has accumul.ted .n impres.ive array of mathematic.l formula. which
tre.t deciaiona .a prob.bilistic occurrences.

!be tmplicatione which the

decision theory approach ba. for peraoaality r •••• rch in the area of signal
detection is indic.ted in •• t.t~i;~t by Goldi8llOl\d (1958):
SolIe of the impU,c.tion of the work in decblon theory .ppeal" to be evident. 'ot' enst:!!?l., tho lfillingn63s to tOka r.isks 88 ind1.coted by placement on
(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves conc.ivably

a.o.c.

r.elates to a past history of r.inforcements and aversive

cot"uJeq~.1ences

.ttaehed to v.nture.ome behavior (pas. 216) •
..stle (1961) esttmate. that the DUmber of article. h.ve prosre.sed s.oaetrically over the paat five y.ars.

It. popularity ..... due to ita prasmatic

value in resolviaa sever.l problema which h.ve plagued psychophysical investigationa.

One of the olde.t problema in the field of vi.ual psychophysic. and one

which is crucial to this inveetiaation. is that of 'lVexierV81:'Sueh t II or the
falae alam response.

Typicall, the f.lse Dlams have. been hal'!.Jled by \tfarDing

the observer to be more carei.)l, extenebe training to eliminate this

80lJ.);'ce

of variance) throwing out data wh1ch showed an excessive number of felse
alama, or finally lltiH.ztng e

corr~t1on

thea. procedur•• have heen flrat: to

ma81~

for ('hence.

the end results of all

important individual

differenc.s~

and

llIecond to Nke thr.ash.,ld" obta1.ned through the use of the semantic indic8t:or
(ye.-no) incongruent

v~.th th~se

forced-choice indicator.

obtained th!'CY!ll'h other preccdttres ::uch 8S the

A series of experiments reported by Swet8

!1!!.

(1961) 8how that data collected by the semantic aad forced choice indicators

ere eongruent wh.n handled within the framework of the 8ignal detection model.
fbi. CongruaDC8 wa. found not only fnT visual modalities, but a180 fer auditor,
modaUttu.
The individual d1ffflrctncea reflected in vary1", false ahl'rm rates
appear,
tille.

to

have been Declected by .ign.l detection research up to the present

It is under.t81ldable that such bat Han the ca.e, .inee in keepin,g with

the psychophysical tradition lignal detection reaeereh ha. been concerned with
mtntmiztnl individual variance due to such extraneous factor • •a set. aDd
motivation. end ha. involved demoutr.tlna the adequacy of the model which

often _eaaaitat•••a"era1 thouaand ob.ervatiODll on

8

few aubject..

However.

the formula. provide .... ur.. for the effect. of aet, and motivational veri-

.blea, and • w.y of s.,aratina this vartance from the obaerver·a 8ensory
eapaei.tie•• which hpe been their chief cone.m.

It aeeu ialporteut at thi. point to draw a diatiaetlO1l between the
deteetlcm problem in which a biury aecilion 18 utUized ••nd the

13
discr~inatiOft

problem in whlch declsiODe . .y become inflnitely complex.

In

the detectlon problem signala are prea.ted intermittantly, aDd the oHerver
maltea bia choice a. to whether the signal vas actually there.

In the diBcr.

iuUon problem the s1&ul ie alway. pre.ented, but the choice becoae. rather
compl.x, and may involve reeoguition, de.criptioa, report, or an1 number of
behaviors.
'l'b. chi.f COftC.m of thia study 1a with the detection prObl_, and with

the fala. al.rm rate rather than aome variation of the

diacr~inatioQ

problem.

The '1Iew Look in Perceptionlt studi88. out of which have caaa auch notions a.

perceptual defena•• v18llance t senait1aina, and .ubliminal perception bave
been typically di.crimlnatlon prob1....

The psychophy.lc.l method Which is

almost generic for I'lev Look '.1 studi.. 1. the asc.nding . .thod of limits.

Char-

act.ristically thi. involves .election of .ttmulua value. . .11 below the thre.hold.

'lbe energy level of the .timulua is then iucr••••d by equal increment.

ov.r succ... ive trial. until an II accurate" deciaton ia reached.

Inv.atiglttolll

into this .athod by Blackwell (1952a. 1952b, 1953a, 1953b). aad Goldiamoad
(1956) haa led OoldiamoDd (19SS) to .tat.:
It will be the contention of tbia discus.iOll that the fac. validity of
tbia indicator (ye. .. no) i. not conv.rtab1. into other types of validity.
aad tbat ODe would have to 10 far in the experimental literature to find a
more invalid indicator of conc.pt-perception than this indicator coupled
with the _thod employed (Dc.adina method).
The d.tection probl_ ie a dec.ptively a1mple

lall.r

ODe.

A. pointed out by

& Schoenf.ld (1950):

Jothtna ..... mol" reaaonabl. on the surface than to a.k a paraon wheth.r
h. can or C81:U1ot perc.iv. a aUlIlulua oraUaulua difference. In this case,
however t CoamKm . . . .e doe. not reve.l the actual complexity of the experiment or the tacit a •• umptioD8 upon which". proceed. these exparime1ltal
situationa include far more than the sttauli to be diacrtm1aated. (,....
112.. 1~1\
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In sl1081 detect10n theory the focue of attealiOD 18 the ob••~~.rt.
operating charactertstics rather than the

fo~l .timull~

properties.

Thea.

oper.ting char.cteri.tic. may be roughly grouped iDto the detect1billty of the

.11081, aad the expected value of the dec1sion outcome.

Two

syabob are used

to deaote the.e a.pect. of the Ob.erver'. performance.
d' • detectibillty

\

f':'. •

c.\

Criter:ton ba.ed OIl values of
dee18:ton outcome, and • prlorl
sisMl and '001•• occurrence

/

If

H1\1

r'lisN

these two value. are mathematically daf1Ded by Swet.

---

V8I-A • reward for a hit

p(811)

Itt-A

1Is1(x) ... Na(a)

•

(1961) •• follows:

where VI-. • reward for correct rejectiot

,(II)

d'

~!l.

-----(x)

0=

1sI-. ·

penalty for a f.b. al.1'Il
peaalty for a mi.s

• mean frequeacy of diatribution of re.p0D8ea occurrina
to algae1 + noi.e.

• mean frequeacy of dlatrlbut:ton of response. occurring
to nol8e alone.

The distributi0D8 of II aud SB are .......d to have equal variaDCe.

Thus d' i.

an index of detectibllity of a 8iven .ipi for a s:lven ob.erver, aDd grentins
the a.sumptions of DOTm8lity of di.trlbutioaa and equal variance, d' il simply
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the nonu! deviate, or xl ~

mea.ure.

As the diagram on the preceeding pase

tmplie8, the observer i8 conceptualized as a statistic.l decision maker who
selects from a priori distributiona of noi•• and .ignal plus noise.
criterion (1fJ ) and bases his decision upon thia.

He sete •

1£ a .ample (one observa"

tion) exceeds his cr.iteria he reports yes; if it falls below the criteria he
reports no.

Kia decision may have the followiq outcome.

ns:

Hit
Fal •• Alarm

NO

Correct Rejection
Miss

The•• outcomes may have varying reward. and penalties attached according to
experimental conditions.
in the formula for

/3

By substitutina a priori probabillt1e& of

occurrence

an ideal critad.OD may be specified which would max!..

miae the expected value for tbe dec1sionn.

If saveral intensities of the slS-

nal are used, with varying probabilities of occurrence, a •• ri.. of ideal cd...

teria may be derived Which would constitute the

perfo~nee

of an ideal

cbsener.

--

Swats at al. (1961) made comparisons between the ideal and actual criter!e for three observers i.ll • detecU.on problem who hlld been infonoed of the

e prio-r! probabUiU.e8 J .nd the value••s8ociated with var10us dec:l.aiona.

Bank

orde~

correlations for the 8ix expertmeBtal condltiODe yielded value. of

.70, .46, _d .71. where a value of .68 i8 81pif1cant at the .01 level.

'J.'bi..

indicatea that the observers did DOt merely vary their criteria fTOm on.
experimental se88ion to another. but thet their criteria var1ed
with chaagel in the theol'$tical criteria.

app~opriately
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Although the problem of individual differences in the edopti.on of

sion criterion has not been
reported by Swets
oneers do occur.

.!S!!.

foct~ed

II

deci-

upon in signal detection research, results

(1961) indicate -rather elearly that individual differ-

Swets 1nvestiaaticma indicate individtUll variAnce, not only

in the dog1:fIe to which observers tactual dec1sion crit.ria approach an optimal
criteriOl'l, but also in the

a.

to characterize

I..o.c.

curve. which were

80

unique for one ob.erver

him a. a "eautioualt observer.

the problem of individual difference. in the strategies adopted by .ubjecta in ttpmbliDgil or chance doad_ted .ituationa ha. sti:l:aulated cODIid.l'able

r .... rch.

.1'.

Studi•• by Liverant Sa Scod.l (1960) t and Strickled Sa Rodwen (1963)

repres.ntative of r ••••rch in th1a

to the focus of thi.

iDV88tigat~

.1'•• leDel'ally. aDd bear a relatiooehip

in th.t a major variable in both studi..

wa. an latemal-hternal personality dtMuion.

Both Itudi88 utilized the

general de.1ga of roquirina either beta or predictions fram the subject reaard-

ina

future occurrences.

1"u'li.1: results tend tt) cheracteriae "Internal" subjectil

as maiat.1n1Dg a cautiou., planed .trat.sy, reSUlting in fewer f.l ••• l.~
type errors, while the "lxternal" .ubjeets relied more on bunches Dud previous

outcCIDU.

"lb. study '">y Strickl.nd tic Jlodwen is of particular iaterest because

it .ttempt. to utilize sigDal det.ction measures of uecislon crit.rion hy can"
puting regres.iol\ .qu.tio_ for the v.rious " p• nema lity" ._ure..

!heir

findings indic.ted that .1thOUlh per.anality v.riables clearly enter into the
obaerver's pl.cement of • decision crit.rion. different masaures of criterion
placeraent produce different regros81on equations.

'the best predictor of p.r"

sonality for thair taak was found to be tho ratio of false slarm$ divided by
the total Ill.IIIber of

11,&8"

r ••poaa •• , which is sliabtly diffet'ent from the

critor.'1on index recOlU!:lllHlded by the signal detecUon modol.

AlthouSh tbe study ay
r=.t~aGure.

Stric~land

& Rodwan utiliBed Gilnal detection

of dec.1.ion cdteri.a, the experimental task va. not, strictly apeak..

ill&» II detection

ta.k.

Askins a 8ubjec.t to predf.ct a future occurrence :to not

be argued t.hat decision factor. ara involved in. both type. of tuka. it may

well be that the specificity of the talk serve. to deter,mlne Which criterion

'lhua, whUe investiptioaa of gabl!ng behavior yielda evidence which generally supports the concept of individually

det.~d

processes. then applicability of thie e,pro:ch to

atr.tesi•• and decision

s~l

detection taet<s baa

not been demonstrated.

!!MUrem,ep:!!!!!l! !!l~e.

_

1J!e!1sa1
A

Othel' ~1tece,

l!Rre~.iv!J!!!8

,roup modUiC4ltion of tbe Tb_tic

ApperceptlOD Tast will be used to

measure individual deciSion characteristtcs whiCh will be teYm8d reliance on

self, reliance on other.. and emotlonal expre.sive. .a..
are

d.f1.~

Thu. characteristic.

as follows!

ReUJlnee !!!!I.U.: '!'he extent or degr. . to which the problem, or plot,
ant.Vor ttle 8"luti.M or outccme reflects the reUance UPOll. or1e11tatloD
towaNs. or the relative 1mpoTtance of the need., w1ehe•• daund•• f.el ..
ings. and opinions of the hero or main character in tt~. story.

,.11&£• .2!! 2,th!U: 'lbe extant or degree to whicb the problem. or plot.
and/or tho solution or ooteQIIMI reflects the reliance upou. orientation
toWards. or the relative :f.mportance of the aeede. wishes, demands, feellngs .. and op1.nicm."1 of etaracter other than the hero or. main character in

the story.
&!9t;tQDfl

IRus,tY&Mf:

!biG 18 actually an emot:i.oNll word ratio which

is derived by dividiQS the number of emotlonal words by the number of
words ln the story. the definition of emotionsl words ls that one
developed by Ullman & MCrarlaDd (1957).
The Thematic Apperception Test

(~

was speclfically selected since it

presents the individual with a seri8s of interpersonal situations to which he
1s to respond by mak1na up • story.

In this study it is assumed that the man-

ner in which the aubject resolv88 the conflict depicted on the tAt card will
yield inforaatioc pertinent to the individual's behavior patterna in
.ituatlons in whicb he is asked to resolve uncertainty.

s~ilar

Rowavar. the rela-

tionehip between fantas, behavior. on a projective technique, and behavior
. .aured ln otber lituations bas been the lubject of a couatless number of
1nvestiptlou.

Quite rec.antly, 10.1 (1961) euadned the ooocept of validity

of teltl aDd haa proposed subatitutiaa ..an1QgfulDe8a or utility for current
DOtiou of validity.

'l'hua the questioD one would uk reprding the use of the

'tAT in a study of siau1 detection is in what way do.s it edd to any understandins of the performance of ob.erver.?
Although the TAT waa originally aesigned by Murray in 1935 as a method
of iaveattaatins the fantasy of normal individuals, ita use as a cli.nical
instrument . . . . to have overshadowed t.hi. ort.aiUl intention.

Iron (1955).

however. points out that its chief merita lie in the laboratory a. a resaarch
tool.

'ethap.

8. a consequence of ita popularity aa a diagpostic aid.

utili.a

tion of aroup mad1ficatiooa of the 'tAt haa been a relatively 08I1ected ar.a.
Rowever, intereat in &rOUP modlficatlone of the
economy of

t~

edmlni.tration.

~'1'

stems naturally from the

involved in such a procedure a. compared with indiVidual
Type of adrainutr.tlon bas been inveatigated by Harrison

Rotter (194'), Iron & litter (1951), aad Sara.on & Sara.ou (1958).

&

The saner.

concensua of these invostigations is that While group admini.tration leads to
differencas in the fOlanal characteri.tics of the .tori•• , the content

1'. . .108

almolt the same for written aroup administration and oral individual administration.
lor the six cards which will be used in the propoaed study (1, 2. 4,

6BH, 1m(, 18110. :t.aD4 (1959) found that in compa:dJ.1l aix card recorda with
data reported by Iron (1950, 1953) aignificant differencea occurred in only
two of a poeaible thirty theme cateaories for mal•• t and in two of a po.aible
fifteen for the female group.
the evidence for .tmilarity along the formal dtmeusion ia le.. direct.
Ullman 6 Mcfarland (1957), and Gural & Ullman (1958) have both used emotional
expressiveneaa (number of "UlDtional" worda) aa variable., and report

DOl'8l8

ba.ed upon Individual adm1nlstration of tlT to a total of 275 V.A. patiente
referred for peycht.tric evaluation.

Comparison of theae data with that col-

lected by Lane (1959) uaing undergraduate col lese studente and sroup adminietration method waa made by r.llld.og the aix carda which both atudi•• had in
common accordiDg to the number of amotiou.l word..

Coefficient of Concordanc.

was used to ....ur. the relationship between the two raDkiDg., and yi.lded a
value of .174. which ia aignificant at tha .01 level.
It was not po•• ibla to make compariaona for .tory 1.oath. but

it

.a_

lik.ly that thia ....ure would vary cOO8iderably. _ince in the group modification of five minute time limit i_ impo.ed.

&esardiDg languese charact.ri.tics

.uch as emotlonal word., the group modification may off.r an advantasa in that
the rft data are aolely a function of the .ubject, and are not dep.nd.nt upon
the examiner'. WTittas _peed. tran.criblQ8 ability, or uemory as i_ tha ca••
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with individual administration.
RGllabillty for Cbe two measures ha, been a ••••••d in the form of interacorer reliability.
correlation of .92

For the emotional
£01."

cant at the .01 level.

vo~d

measuro, Ullman (1958) reports a

20 protocols scored by five ruters, which is signi.ft-

For the self-other reliance measures,

LaDe (1959)

report. average interscorer relisbllities for three raters using 20 protocol.
were .68 for s.lf reliance. and .12 for other reliance, both of Which are 8ig-

nificant at .01 level.

Historically, the patterna of r.liance

Otl

self and reliance on others

have been de.cribed in varioue wa,. by • number of personality theorists,

philoeophers, and paychoanalyst..

rigidity, and rea1atence to change.

J . . . (1907) described "Tender-minded.\! and

P.ychoanalytic theon', al exemplified by

Freud (1908, 1916). and M1chael. (1959) .ekes use of descriptive terms such a.

oral and anal character. to refer to certain character trait..

The anal char·

acter i. a.sociated with traits such .. distrust, rebellion against environ·
Mntal demand., and obstlaacy, while the oral character embod!.e. such traits
8.

dependence on others. and "requlriDg

II

coutant source of supplies from

the external world for the .atiafactlcm of their needs,
360).

If

Michaels (1959, page

Homey (1945) developed. clus1flcatlon of character types which sha

couidered to be the three basic .trategles of 11fe.
defined and labeled ..

Theae .trategie, were

followe~

.teE.on: the pOrion who moves away from people. He e.xpects
neither good nor bed from pe~l.. Maintonance of emotional distance

Detached

21
from oth.t)rl 18 hls l1:':1u'I&1.7 sin.
nonpartic1rati~.

lie behaves ac.cord1na to the principle of

(page 264).

lIrapn; (fee18) he ahould be ablo to master the adveraities of
feto, the difficulties c~ the situatim., the intra.:aciu of intellac,ual
problema, the res1stances of others t end confU.cts in himself. Be may be

6S8te,.1ve

~Ktremely

prQud, consciously or unconsciously,

~f

his faculty of fooling

everybody-....nd in his arrogance and conteq>t for others believes be actuelly t'luec..do in this. Conversaly he is most afraid of beiDi udce:....'.d.

(page 192).

P2!RAilnt

le[.~:
!bese peeple then do Whet the, think other. expect tbem
to do~ they ara what they think others desire cham to be. they may
develop cODaiderable a8tutenea. about what othere D8cd or expect. !hey
will feel lost when left to their owu reaource8. (peS. 163).

Adlor, as represented by Anabacher (1956), conc.a1ves of t11. individual
as alway. striviua towards the g.oal of self IUIsert1oo, but may adopt differiDg
ways of releti. to others which are nee••aary for the achievement of this

goal.

Perhaps the

arost•• t siiUlarity

fHllOQi

thua approach•• is elutt the)'

view the iDdividwsl •• adopting oue or the otber of the strategies, .Ad
exclude the possibility t.hat an individual . y shift stratq1ea,

01:

that

these patterns may axiat simultaDeously •• behavioral altemative. for the

.... individual.
lobre recently, 8uchconeepts aa acquiescence, and Socul Desirability
have received coaeiderable attention.

Cb.Iracte~·istically.

thea. concepts bAv

been meuured tbrouab paper and pel'lCil questi.0m\81rea of the MMPI type, with

few attempts made

to

int.grote theae concopt&

~ith

iea, or to vi., them as penonality :diMnGtons.

axiltiug personality theor-

However,

SOIDe

notable excep-

tions have occurred which have lad to some 1ntGg.atiou of the.e concept••

~~sl~a

set, end investigate ito

implicati~

as •

~n1f~6tQtion

of the
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several of the

mea8ur~8

and fo-..:.nd the fsctOt"flC

currently used in easeseincthe sgre.iag responae aet.

;~epreaented

belov.

Deaf.re for &xt.rnal
Stimulation

1

11

11

AvoicUmce of

Control of

Ixt• .,.l
Stf.laulatioll

Irapull. .

1

with "uk eso control. > who accept impulses 'trlthout rcservat:l.on. end who

"aaree:' 1M e.lily respond to sUmuU. exerted

responde.r.) were doa<:ribed

rejecting all

~tioual

89

OIl

thea.

Naysayers (dull8rHf,1l8

inhlb1t1Dg a'ftd .uppreaaiD8 rupooau. n.4

stimuli.

they cooclude that response .et 18 a mani-

feetatimt of • deep seated personalit, s)'ndr-oa. whose UDderly1ng

serve to elepl.1n the pherxaena of aequtes(':enca.

dete~te

A180. that il1 its pure fom

tho qreeing resporute flet represents a teodellCY to .ay yea to an item (or 81(:U4ition) reaardlnls of content (oJ" kind).
Among the studies

OIl

soctal desirabiU.ty Strickland (1960) t and !fftlow &
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Crowe (1961) found that: bitP1 social dealrebiU.ty
to aocial pro.aure

OIl

Wti ~uJ8-ocl.tcW 'Wit11

yleld1Dg

Ash'. Line Judgment situation ••'Ad 1rr1d.bltinS or sup-

pTuaitlg hostl1e respotlGeu to fruetl'.u:1.ns tQDkl.

AIU.50n & lIunt (1959) rElport

traits and concepu dit(:usaed uy be p'ouped around t11" s.lf-other atratlllid
6S

follows:
~1!!!H

.m .I!!t

1!1&!n£! .sm ~~r.!S.

Tough-minded

'feode!'-1ldnded

Assresalve 'erGon

Cgmpllaat 'eraoa
'Dependent

Obi t b.wte

Sttmulua AGeeptanue

Sttmulua Rejection
Low Au,thority
Imler i)1rect04
1bMe ere. DOt

v~"ewed

l!.iah Authority

Other DirtUlted

as opposite eIlds of the same continuum, however. but

.s separate COD.t:1.nua aloDS which the individual..,. vary s:brultaneouely.
logical sroU'llds

ODe

On

c:al'mOt expect the individual to e!!hif)it: ccnailte:tly other...

reliet belutvior X'llsardle&s of the situation.

clH.Uy an individual a. Heither," "or."

Also it seems Grroneows to

ThtU1. the scor1DG ocl1o.m.a, cnd the

.eleetlon of 8ubjects takes into aceount the individual·. Qcores on both theae
contit'Wfl.

the

Product lIlOfaIImt corl'elet:t.on Vft computed between the two Gcoros for

.tand.~di.ation

lemple of 150 cases (see Aprendix C for description of the

.ubjeet8>' and yielded a QOr1:cation coefficient of ... 028.

.e. to support the view tbat these

metion about the other.

d~n8i,OIl8

'l'ttis findina 'Would

are statistioally 1udopanrlont
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The formal aspects of the tlt utiliaed in this study are verbal produc-

tivity. aDd emotional expressiveness.

'lbea. will be combiD8d into

fill

emo-.

tiona1 word ratio. which is deTived by dividing the total number of emotional
word. for the aix storl.s by tile total number of worda. and multlplylna by one
hundred.

lJae haa been made of similar ratiO 8cores by McClelland (1955). and

HecBre,.r (1959). aDd emphasize. the logic that leasuase characteristics are
more meacinaful if expr.sed in t.me of a ratio between the total verbal production and particular kiDds of worda.

!bia would 8180 h.ve relevance for the

clinical te.ting situation in .nich story length and utility seldom bave a onato-one relationablp.

the definition of emotioDal words uaad in this 8tudy will

be that proposed by tnl.u (1958), and SiveQ in detan in Appendix A.

WbUe it i8 senarelty agreed by cU.niclana J and users of the TAt that a
sreat deal may be learned fna the formal aspects, there does not appear to be
mueb consistency in the literature regarding the SOrt8 of thil13s supposedly

revealed.

Holt (1958) state. that not what is told, but how it 18 told can

teach U8 meet about personality, particularly in ita 8tructural .spects.
Hi.lam (1954). and MacDr.yer (1959) both found criticiem to incr.... story
length, but a180 that the ratiO of 818r..sive, sex. and optimiatic words to
total words did Dot change with amount of criticiam.
that story lcmgtb did not vary significantly for

McClelland (1955) reports

~1ev...nt

oriented versus

neutral subject., ad that the content of the Itori", analyzed along. variet,
of dimensloaa. wu aot systematically related to the length.

Ullman &

MCFarland (1957) found thst both story length and emotional words were sign1£·
icantly related to rating. of interpersonal adequacy of VA paychiatric patient.
made by their group tharapl8ts.

Ullun (1958) compared VA p.ychlatric patient.
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1f1nternal1zers" and "externalizera' on the basis of biographical

data reflecting the behavioral expre'lion of. amotion, and found that external-

izers save significantly more emotional words in their TAT stories.

Gurel 6

" Ullman (1958) camparad ranld.t\&s of TAT carda. ua1Dg VA patienta, accOl'd1nS to

Weulkopft II Tr.nscendence Index aDd emotiooal words. aDd found the two . . . . .
ures correlated .85.

Calvin (1950) found. greater frequency of Huncen.1n"

1.nauage in the stories of subjects cl.ssed as I!lov certail1tytl

OQ

the buis of

their confidence in guesaea they were required to make on an experimental task,
but this finding did not reach significance.
Comparing thie d1meneiou with the .eU-other reliance dimeaaione. product moment correlations were computed for the 1SO lubjects of the atandardiz.tion .ample.

The emotional word ratio was found to correlate oeg.tivel"

.I • -.308. with lelf reliance, and positivel"
An excellent

8U1J118ry

.t - .463, with other reliance.

of experiment.l approaches to word

vided by Juanall, & fl.ugber (1963).

us.se

is pl."O-

Althouab luanall, doea not specifically

mention the TAT .s .n .pproach to word uaeae. be note. otber fonu of written
cOlDlDUllication aucb .. suicide DOte, ad perlcmal letter..

Be quotel a .tudy

by Oegood & Walker (1959). whieb comp.red stereotypy and use of emotional

words in suicide Dotes and peraonal lettera.

'1'beir findings wre tMt 8uicide

notel were more stereotyped. end contained more words relating to emotions
tluan persoul letters.
In .ummary, there appear. to be consider.ble face validity .nd historical precedent for the eonc.,tl of lolf cd other reliance al characterizing an
individual's way. of dealina with interpersonal relat1onahip8. end/or deciSion
J.l.\3kins.

However. when one prope... to . .a.ure the •• concepu with a group
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. modification of a projective
noa·existent.

techniq\~t

supporting evidence hecomes scanty or

The work roported by MCClelland (1955) prOQidee a notable 3Xce

tion to tbis lack of research with the group tAT.

The opinion of many rose.rel-

ere reg8rdins the group TAT eeeuas exemplified in a etatomeat by Christie &.
Lindauer (1963):

Ue are left with dle old Scotch verdict of 'not proven' as far a.
Achievement is concerned. end auspect that this would be true of moat projective techniques 1n reaearch if they 1Jere subjected to oquaUy vigorous
e.,.~nation.
There seems to be little in the way of critical comment
about tile use of projective tecbl\iquaa in res_rch which will diaauade
p8ycbologUt8 from urdll8 them. (page 220)
The evideDCe relevant to lansuaSe dimensioDa of the TAT .a.. to have
failed to provide any conaistent behavioral relationships.

In.cae instances

motivst1oaal .tate. of subjects appear to be reflected in their choice of
words. while in others no .uch relati0D8bip could be a.tabU.•hed.

Jlu.'cUlally

warns that it ts usually OQcessary to work with large samples, 300 subject.
or more. 11:1 order to document the small correlations expected between word
usage and individual differenc.. in othar ar.a..

However, ba coacludes that

sufficient poeltive results have been obtained to l.ave little doubt that correlationa between indlvldual difference. in word usase and differences in
le8t't\ing. perception. and personality do exist.

For the purposes of tbia

study it will be a •• umed that emt,)tlonal words do not occur randODlly, but are

a function of the subject·. wtlltngnes. and/or capacity for

~tional

expres-

Sion through the media of written stories. Also, that this willing. . . or
, capacit}' represents • strategy which the individual adopts in the face of the
achiguity

~nd

uncertainty of the tAT tesk.

CBArma III

j[9up AdEp!strati2!l.2!

W

One Hundred twenty introductory psychology students wore t.sted using

the aix card group TAT prev10ualy de.cribed.

Each of four introductory pay-

choloS)' clas••• w.s tested aa • group, with each cl•• a contsin1na approximately 30 studenta.

1'he t.stiag was carried out 1n the classroom fol1owiDg

the procedure described in detail in Appendix B.

Briefly. this procedure

involve. the projection of 35mm elide. of the

carda for a period of five

~T

miuute. per card, durina vhich t1me the subject writ.. hiB stories in a teat
booklet provided for this purpose.

After the testing, the remainder of the

cl... period waa used to discuss the TAT, and an8W4!n: questiona about the test.

§JltC tl29

.9!

§ubJ!ctl

Forty-five subject. were ,elected from the total group teated ou the
blsia of their 8coraa on the ael£ reliance sud other reliance dimensions.

The seiactiou waa des1&_d to yield three groups:

Solf group (h1gb self reli-

aace-low other reluuce). KiddIe 8TOUP (equality of self and other reliance),
and Other group (hish other reliance-low self reliaace).
was devised in such
other scores.

II

A difference score

wtty as to max1mue any ducrepaDCY between the aelf and

Detaila of the computation of thts acore are preaented in

Appendix E.
1'boae aubjects which were ••lected were contacted. and a.ked to participate in a "Decision Makl:na "8earch Project.'l
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1'hey were told that they

r-= .
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bad been selected becauae their TAT stori.s were judged .s 'Itypical" of college
students gonerally.

Table 1 presents the characteristics of those students who vere selected.

and agreed to participate in tbe research.

Table 1
Subject Characteristics

"

=
Group

d Scores

Dimenaioua

-10 to .. 29

11igb Other

1

Mean

Aae

Sex

9M

19.5

15

61'

Low Self

II

;

20.2

+2 to'" 5

Self - Other

6M

15

9'

Riah

+14 to +33

Self
Low Other

III

19.8

6.

15

91

Total

21M

45

4Sr

Although there was uo definite r ...oo. to believe .ex to be a variable in the
invritiption. an att4lllPt

the entire sample

80

Q8

made to

k~

the mal.... f .....1. ratio belanced for

thet the resulting effect could be

~d.

1.'he perceptul task wa. modeled after signal detection problema sen-

erall,. and involved the detection of • visual target or signal pres.nted
agelut a background of noue or masking l1gbt.

The five 8igul tntenaitie.
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which were used in the study were selected from 8lIOII8 ten trial inte.itie.
which were tavestigated in a pre-study with. separate group of 20 subjects.

In the pre-study the noise was held ocmatant, and the sipal intenatty was
varied through the 10 intensities by

DIiUIl8

of a variable polaroid filter.

The

duration of the aignal wa. ,et at .01 second throughout (th. variability of

in block. of ten USing the method of cODStant rU::Lmuli, with c
duration of

a a.conds.

intenignal

the following iuteDSitiea were used iD the pre-study.
Tabl. 2

Signal Inte.iti.e uaed 111 fr.-Study

Intensity

c:tearae.

1
2

30

3

45
60

If

4

.

AuBle of Rotation

72

$I

.

S
6
7
8
9

67
52

II

38
77

It

23

tI

10

18

It

'I

nou.

25

15
37.5
62.5
5

the order of pmentation of the :lntenait1ea
stanGl or

75
10
SO

85
90

w.. randCla, 80d the occuU8J.lee of

for any one tr:La1 was also raudom within the limits of pre..

eentiDg the signal SOl. of the t1me.

Piaur. 1 pre.ellts the result. of the

30
ae,~uracy

pre-sttldy. with PT equal to total
t!tutn'r.~ corr.~ction.

ti01ll1

of re8ponse utilizing the eomten'"

of h .. PSB (A) - PI (A)

utter. PSN(A) ,. Proportion

1 - PH (A)

of Uits. PUtA)

•

Proportion of false alerms.
F1sure 1

/.~.--.

90-

/•

SO-

/

70 ...

•

60ft'

SO-

•

. . - - -- -- -. --

~

-- - - . -.
~

~

- - . ---

-- - --

4030 ...
20 ...

10 -

.-./

•

/

•
.. indicate:n those aalncted
for uae. 10. atudy.

~------------------------.-------------------------------23
18
45
38
72
67
52
11
Itft'2lSl'ft (ADsl. of Rotation)

In adcU,ticm to those mined with .an e4stot'uk. two other iDtenaitie. of 56 and

64 dearea were 1neluded to provide m1ddle intonsitiea for the segment of the
curve 118rked off by tOMe u.eod in the p'!"e-study.

'the perceptual taak for the inveatiption P'le'OpG'X' waa divi4ad iuto two

parts· ... a baseline norw. ,:nd an

I.s.r.

(!..'1Ctrssonsory po.cept1on) ae:l'ieG.

In

the haaaline ser.-i&8 subjects we're instructed thllt this uas to be a 3inpla

wether Qr not a 8ignal hatt been fl:sshed.

They we:::,e

aivan 20 practice tr1als

with the inteuit, set on 60 degrees (the middle intensity)" ald the probability of occurrence at .40.

After the practice trials, durina which tho exporl-

_nter save tbem feedback •• to correctM&8, the five lntaaitiu were preaented in randOll order. v1th

2()

td,ale at each intensity.

The intGNlities

used, and the a ••ociated prob.btU.ti•• «are presented in rabia 3.

-'able 3
Signal lntensitie& and l'robab1U.t1efi Used in

Major Inv.at1Satlon
a

1

III

hobabl11ty of Sipal
'It""" •••• 011"

1
2
3
4
5

••

60

d~Br(;(,.9

.SO

64
5%

ft

.30
.40
.60
.70

!'

67

It

S6

"

..

-
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order of presentation of the intensitiea, which was randcra1aed. followed the
order of the iBtenaity number in Table 3.
After completion of the baseline aeries subjects were aiven a paraaraph
explaining extra.ensory perception in a rather positive, and plausible manner
(the paragraph ia reproduced in Appendix D), and asked to read it.

Subjects

were then asked to indicate their "belief" in extrasensory perception by
checlciD8 • position on a five point acale rapreaeated below.
+2

• • • • • • • Strongly believe true

+1

• • • • • • • Believe possible

o ••

• • • • • .autrel

-I

• • • • • • • Skeptical

-2

• • • • • • • Strongly disbelieve

'1'he subjects were than Siv_ the following tnstruottomu

we

are now aotna to detemirte to what extent atr...naory perception has
entered into the previOUS experiment. 1 am goina to look at a serie. of
card. wtth the .aM aigNll on them aa was uaed before (aubject waa ahown
carda). You aN to cryatal sue at the screen, and try to read 'I1JJI m:1ncl.
The projector will be rumliQg, and everythiua w111 be the s . . al before.
except there will be hlaDk film in the projector. You will indicate your
gueaa.a by praaaiDS ODe of the buttODl .. you did before.

The subject with the best performance in extr...aaory perception wtll
receive thirty dollars. In case of ties, the amouot will be dtvided
..,ng the wilmara.

You w111 be given POUlts for your suesaes according
to the followtng achedule:
yea .. circle present • +1
Yea - circle abaent ·-3

!he

B.S.r.

circle present • -I
• +3

DO

-

DO

- circle abaent

aeri88 were then started uatns the .ame five 1Iltenait1es with the

same associated probabilitie., but in an ..candiDa order according to inten.ity.Signala or blanks were alway. presented. end.

in the ba.eline series,

88

there was no feedback aa to correctMas of the guess.

!bera waa no attempt on

the part of the experimenter to cODYe,. info1'1D8tion to the .ubject through any

media except the presentation of s18M18 and blanks durina the E. S.P. seriea.
After the I.S.p. sene. each subject was uked:
1.)

Whether h. sot BY 1nfom.tion from the sereen which influenced his
gue.s.. during the I. $ .. ' . aeries.

2.)

Bow did he utlU.a. this lllfomation in his gue.ses.

AIlRlratM
Sipal sequences tIGre mea through the use of • by.tone tachistoscopic
alide projector which allowed a1pal duration to be controlled at .01 ••coad,

and intaraigul intervala at 8 .eCORds.
elide tray va loaded into the projector.
meaD8

!be sequences were automatic once the

Staul intonatty was varied by

of a variable polaroid filter attached to the leue of the projector.

which va. calibrated to l!.l88Sure qle of rotation, which can be converted into
percont of transmittance according to table. provided by Polaroid (1952).

The

si,pal it.elf . s a aray disc. which before projitcti011 had a de.ity ••paration of 1.00 to .10 when compared to the backaround. and . . . .lured 011 the

Kodak Gray Scale--8eriea V.

When projected. the

.qaal

had • diameter of 7. SO

inChes. which ,1elded a visual agle of 4 dear... 28 minut.. for the aubject

auted 8 f.et from the acreen. 'the .crMn .aa a "backU.ght.1i pl_tic ••ami..
opaaue model pemittlns projection of the a1gnal from the rur of the screen.

Blqler1Dlenter and observor occupied separate. adjacent booths t with the .creea

mounted i.n the wall aeparat1Dg the two bootha.

Jfaskins illumination

w.

p'rovidad by two 100 watt bulb", one 75 watt bulb, and

OM

22 watt flour.scent

liGht, all of which ,""Cre an:atlBed to yieH aunH;orm.'ly illumiuted screen of
15 foot candle.. as measured f!:'Om the subject' s side of the screen.

-,the

observer' a booth was also illumiuted with two 40 watt bulbs. and one 22 watt

flourucont 113ht, all of which y1eldo:ed s rearlt1.__ of 10 foot eandlfts.
readings were taken with a ~J.stOQ Slabt Ketel', ~l 703. type 3 A.

preaoots the reading taken for the five

tnt~lti~.

All
Table 4

used.

Table 4
Photometric Me•• u~. of Ftve lnteDIiti••
I

•

1

I .....

II

:~tex

Notae

...1

60 dearees

64
52

2
3
4

67
56

.$

If

11

aeadin8 at Screen
Signal + Boiae

Ho .D1f£orpee

o
o

"

.SO

H

1.00

.50
1.00
2.00
3.00

It was the geneT;!l bYPOtM8U of this il1Vutigltion that the obao'rV81:

f.

perfotDl8L\Ce 1n the paxceptWl.l task, particularly on the I.S.P. serle., is
cont1Dgeut upon decil10S1 factors

8.

vell .. his sense:, capabilities.

Alao

that these decision factor • . , . very well be related to the persouality dimoD

Ii.ona of ••1f aDd other reU.a.ee, :In so fat: .a8 this perceptual task i8 con-

cerned.

1be emotional word dimension appeared to be lea. directly related to

decuion factors, bu.t

other reU.anc:e

waG

d~1ou.

fouud to corAla'• • !&7l1ficantly with the self and
Self reliance and low emotioNSl axpre.sivene••
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wcn:e viewed

.8 c!laractor1stica

declaioo. uld.ug.

of a "auardocP st::8tC3}'

wbic.~

'Would lessen tho

Other reU.anen cd high emotional expresSiVQOOS8 we:.:-c v:f.ewed

.a chal:acteristics of an "open'; strate)' which would

:lIXWzO

the influence of

In addition, dotection the~1 apuc1fiCD tho criterion of the "tdeal"

obout"ver for varyillgproportion:;, of oit;nal "nd noise pre:umtoti01l8, and vary-

i.Da pay-off .cbeclu1ea. !hue t actual criteria of the obMrvera were compared
with tho theor.ot:.lcal model.

cltaraeteriaed or described

Perfomnce ora tho two perceptual taske
by

wa.

the follov1ug measurae:

nita

a)

Pun(A) - 'u(A)

b) Falae Alarms
c)

Total A4curacJ

=.

1

.

when'In(A) • Iroport1on of Bite

1 .,o.(J.)

' . (A) • Proportion of Fal.e

Atarlll
Decuion Criterion )
htectabillty
) Spee1fiett by Detection 'l'heory

lot)

.)

\'be following specific hypothM.. were IUd.:

1.

.uurea
2.

The" "U1 be co 4iff_reneea between the three Self-Other

.t

b, or c

OIl

,roup.

on

the baseU.• aeri...

'.there will be aipifiCClt differeacea

~

the aelf-other sroupe

the I.S.' . . .riel OIl meaturea at b, aud c •

• ) There will be stsaif1eant differences between the three 8elfother arcups in dear" of eff<lct of the B.S.P .ituetioa.

will be ,d.gn1ficant beeweoll the ut1."l!De

group.,

'J.'be". dtff.-renc..

I aad ltl, but DOt between

either extreme group and the middle group.
3.

There will be a positive reletlonablp between Imotio1'l81 Expre8sive"
1

Wo~d ~tto

and de ree of effect of the E.S.P. situation for

t.~o

total ssnple of !.5 :ruiJjects.
4.

The :::alationship botueen the decision critel'ia for the ideal ohserve

ad t.b<:lt utilizad !Jy tbe three c;roups uill be positi".Ie, but not signifi('...ant.
a)

'1''he t'QllltiU'DSh1p 'rill be areate:st be~7een Group 111 end the

ideal observer.

s.

'the relationship ktweeu detect«billt,. of tbe intGaait1u of the two

perceptual c••kG will be positive and sip..i.fieant oot:ween the three aX'OUpa.
!hat Ur, ualna detec.tei1ity of the :tateneic, a. . . . .ure of the obeervera

. . .O¥1 capabilities.. ther. vUl be • 81p1ficat politi". re.latioaehlp _
the thr.. SX'OUpa.

6.

For the total sample of 21 _lea. and 24 female,) tnere ,,111 be

81plflcant differeDCea

7.

OIl

DO

aay of the perceptual IIeU\1ru.

Pear.. of _U.ef i&l I.s.r. will

DOt be eipificantly

related to

effect of the B.S.!. a:l.tuatioD for the total NllPl••

8.

the effect of the pay...off Ichedu1e will be to depreiJo tM f.1••

alarm rate for the B.S.'. seriel, . . . fuuctiOD of • .,.1Dg yea 1... frequently •

• ) It 1a expeee.d that this effect wl11 be • d1fferential one for
the three group ... ·grollp t Vill have

$1~1!fieantl,.

le.8 yae reepOl'l8es than

,roup Ill.

RAY Aa!!n:S.e
A1thoulh it ... the or.1giual intentton of the love.tls.tor to util!..
pe!'8'I8trie tecbu:t.ques in data _lyeie t

•

110ft

thorough coulderation of the

date yielded by the proeedu-re, GIliQPloyed suggested that nocper.amet:rie technf.Gt~('ttl WC1!ld be tnOl'."C ~r<:'I'Pl"'18tfl.

Tb1..s

decit'ion

'tl••

hued 1'1''bud.ly

upon

two

~------------'--------------------------------------------------~-

I

considerationa.

First, the bulk of the perceptual data is of the yea-no var-

iety, wbich is aub.equently aUll'lD8d and converted into frequencies and proportions.

Such fiauru are more congruent with an ordinal acal. than vith an

interval scale.

This is particularly true in the case of differeuee scores

derived from an individual's performance under two conditicma . . . ia the case
for the two perceptual taaks.

liully. the .mall s18. of the three groups

(If .. 15) makes ranking teclmiquss

more desirable since extreme values occur-

ring within the groups do not effect r8Dkinga to the degre. that mean valuea
are notably cbansed.

Thus, the following techniques were utili.ad.

The Wilcoxon matched-pairs siaDed rauk8 teat vas uaed to teat for affact
of:

B.S.r.

Situattoa on

pe~ceptual

a)

Effact of

....ur•••

b)

Eff.ct of pay-off schedule on ye. response••

'1'b.e huskal-Wall'" one-way analya18 of variance wa. uaed to te.t significance
between group. on the three perceptual • •aurea for the two perceptual tasks.

It va al80 used to te.t for alpUicauce between degree of belief in

and affect of I.S.I'. aituation.

I.S.'.

The Kann-Whit.Dey U test _. uaed to teat for

significance between various cCllDblnatiODS of two

g7:0UpS

on each perceptual

task, and for differeac. acorea between the two perceptual taaka.
Chi-square was used to teat for aex differences for each of the perceptual

maeaUTU OIl

the two perceptual tasks.

Spearman rank order correlations were used to relate the following

measurea.
a)

lumber of emotional words--perceptual meaaures

b)

Number of words--Perceptual mea,urea

38
c)

Emotional Word Ratio--Perceptual . .auI'''

d)

Ideal Criter1on--Actual Criterion

e)

Detectabillty of tbe various intanaitiea--relationabip between the
three 8t'oupa accordi.1la to ranked detectabiU.ty of the intenaiti.a.
Contin8ency coefficient waa used to . .out'e uaociation between positive

and negative attitude. or belief about

B.S.r.,

. gettiDI information from the screen duriaa the

and whether lubject vet'ba11aed

I.s.r.

aeriel.

-'--------------------------------------------------------------------~

RESutXS AND DISCUSSION
The rosults of this study will be presented in terms of five

~jor

areas"

Self-Other group differencuu. (2) Vorbal productivity meaaurea. (3) Signa

I (1)

oetection and perceptual taaks, (4) Sex differ.encea and belief in B.S. P •• and

(5) Individual strategies.
The results and diecussion are pre.ented together to facilitate compre-

heneion by the reader by avoiding continual referral to .eparate tebles of
numbers.

The results are dilcU8sed rather briefly for each of the four sec-

tions. and then followed by a more general d1acU8Sion.

Since non-parametric techniqu" vere used

thro~out

data, all of the frequencies were converted to rankings.

the analysis of the

The.e rcnkings were

ba.ed upon bits (.ayins ye. when • lignal waa presented), falae alarms (,.ying
ye. when only noise "as presented). and accuracy (saying yes when a signal w.a

pre.ented plus aaying no when noiae wa. pr.sented).

The accuracy measure is

in actuality a measure of !Icorrectne••u of response.
1.

!.t!!"2tber group !?iff,reces

The ._jor hypothesis o·f this investigation wa. that t,he extreme self..
oth~r

group. would differ significantly in the decrement of performance pro-

duced by the E.S.P. instructions.

this wa, tested directly by

~omputing

dif-

ference scores based upon perfonnance on the two perceptual task., so that
each individual served as hi.s own control.

However, since it may be of inter-

cet to know bow the group. performed on the saparate tasks the analyses
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presented in table. S. 6. 7 and 8 were computed.
~~e

three .r¢upa of t.he aelf

~d

other dimensiona wer$ first

e~red

with ach other on the L"WO perceptual t ••lt;s to detilrmlne tf there were d1.Uar...

eneea among the group. on the baae line, sud on th. E. S .,. "riel.
present. the

n value.

of the ltruskal-\1al1is

the baseline and E.S.l. seria..
n1fic:antly on the

acc.ul:'~cy

OAtl-W4lY

5 indicate.

~.ble

Tab Ie 5

analyata of varlance fot'
tt~t

the groups differ 81g-

measu!'e in the baseline ser10s)

~llld

on th. hit

Table 5
Differencea Among the Self-Other Croups on
Baaeline and B.S.'. Sed...

E.S.r.
.03

10.31**

1.43

.13

19.27"*

4.62

Bit
'al.e A14u:m
Accuracy

",v,r. in th.. !.S.P. 8er1...

* xZ

.05 (d.f. • 2) ~ 5.99

** X2

.OS (d.f •• I) ~ 9.21

'!'hu. differences wore invflstigated further by

comperf.ns the Sroupe with each other, and utlliziDg the M1nn-'tIh1tooy U test.
T,,'·:;le 6 pre••nta the TJ values

).'&8ult1tlg

that the dlff61.'8nceuJ betve'-lu any one

from this analysis.

p~1t'

Table 6 tDdicat••

of the groups wos not 81gn1.fi.eant.

!hi. implies a eonoistenc, of performance among the three groups cODSideriag

the

&.s.r.

at:tcl b••eliDe ••ri. . . .parately.

1.'h8 data were next analyzed to
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'l'flble 6

Differences Between Salf-Other Group' on
Accuracy and nit .aaGures
Accuracy

Bit
(1.5.1'.)

(BaGeU.ue)

Other v.. Self

84.6

106.4

Other va. H1dd 141

74.6

80.3

Self v.. 1U.6dle

65.1

84.2

u •OS

(B • IS) ~ 64

determine if the B.S.' •• itu.tion ..kat a difference seuer.Ily in the
.nce of the entire group of 45 .ubject8.
derived from the

Wl1e~xon

perfo~

Tabl. 7 prea.nta the Z v.lues

matched p.ir•• laned rauk. te.t.

.ented in Table 7 indicate tbat the l.S.P. 8ituation

~oea

The l'&Iult. pre-

lead to • 81gnifl-

cant differ.nce in parlor_ce on the three perceptual ....urea--a deer•••• in

DUference. Bat__ B.S.'. aDd Ja.eU.•
'.rfo~nc.

=

Tot.l sampl.

I

Hit

,

4.54
.00003

3.66
.00016

4.37
.00003
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accuracy, a decre.ae in hits, and an increase in false alarms.

The next step

was to determine if the I.S.P. situation produoed a decrement in performance
for each of the three groups.

Table 8 presents the T value. for the Wilcoxon

matched-paira signed ranks teat for the three group. over the three performance measures.

The results of Table 8 indicate that for the Other end Middle
'nIbl. 8

Difference. Betveen B.S.P. and Baaeline
Performance Self-Other Group.
lU.t

Other Group

5.33**

Htddle Group

14.50**

Self Group

15.00**

'ala. Alarm
16.50*

Accuracy
1.50**

0.0 **
35.50

7.00**

41.00

**·P"
P ~

.01

.005

groupa tbe B.S.P. aituation produces significant differences in performance
on all three . .sures.

Par the Self group. the B.S.P. altuatlon produce. a

e1gnlfieant differenee only in the number of hite.

As in table 7, the direc-

tion of the dUferecee vae a decrease 1n accuracy and hita. and an increaae
in false al.t:1DI.

thus, the Self group appears more r8aUUnt to the effecta

of the B.S.P. eitu.tion thall the Othst: and lUddls groups.

However, further

8081yei8 1. needed to determine if the groupe differ from each other in the
degree of effect Which the I.S.P. situation produced, as is euggested in
Table 8.

43
A b"u81tal-WilU.s one-way analye:ts of variance

W41

used to compa"te ranked

difference scoree resulting from tho two perceptual taaks.

Thi. analysis

yielded H valuee of 10.68 (significant at .01) for hits, 5,40 for fal •• alarma
and

9.(~

(significant at .01) for accuracy.

This indicate. a differential

reaction among the three groups which reaches s1gniflcanee for the hit and
accuracy meaeurea. and supports the major hypoth.ais of this investigation.
The next step wa. to compare pairs of group. to further investigate the

'18-

uifie.ut differences which were found.
'lbe Hann..Wll1tney U test vas uaed to compare the groups.
sents the results of these

c~arisons.

Table 9 pre-

'lbe results pr...nted in Table 9

Table 9

Compari.ons of Croups on Bffect of I.S.P.
Hit

Self v •• Other

80.50

Self va. Middle

118.17

Other vs. Middle

76.17

Accuracy

52.01"

98.85
69.75*

* U .05 - 72
. . U .01 '" 56
offer additional

st~port

for the hypothesis of differences between the

extreme Il'Otaps-.. the Self group vs. the Other group.
t;16 Other and Middle groupe was

made cone.mina these groups.

The signi! ieanee between

unexpected. and is contrary to predictions

Apparently the disparity or difference between

the Middle and Self groups 1s 1.a. than between the Other and Kiddie groups.

Table 10

Differences Between E.S.P. and neaeline Performanca Ov.r
rive lnt.nsitiea--S.lf-Other Croupa--Hita
Group
Other

1

1.50**

II

2.50**

III

IV

5.83"

12.25**

V

10.36**

Middl.

15.50

11.50

1.25**

21.93

8.40*

Self

13.93

10.98

10.66-

40.37

6 • .50*

*p

tip

S

.05

.01

~

While there are aeveral po•• ible explanations for this finding. the moat
plauaible onea i11Volve the ahort cOlli. of the pradict1ng wtrument t and
the haterogeDeity of the Middl. ,roup.

It 18 noteworthy that vhil. Table 9

indicat.. .isn1fieant diff.rence. between the groups for the hit .nd accuracy
....ur••• only th. accuracy mea.ure conttDu•• to show significance when the
group& are compared separately with each other.
The next step in the analysi. waa to further investigate the difl.reneal
in perfomance indicated in Table 8.

The results of Table 8 indicate that the

Self group wa. more re.iative, .howed Ie•• of • decrement in accuracy and 1•••
of a rise in fal •• alarms, to the effects of the I.S.P. situation.

This lind-

lng wall followed up by bre«king down the performance into the f1.ve Signal
1nten.'li,ties utiU2:od in both baseline Dnd i.S.1. Dut'ies.
13 present the resulta of this aoslys1:J.

WUCOXOtl

Tables 11. 12, and

matched-pain signed ranks

teetws l.ised to .... ompar€l each grout)' I performant:e with itsalf under the

Cue)

4S

Table 11

rive Inter..eitice .... Self-Other Grol·.ps .... Palse Alarms
L

I

Group

I

II

III

IV

Other

17.32

25.99

16.16

2.40**

9.93

K1ddl.

32.65

26.99

0.00**

5.56*

Self

57.78

42.00

4.66**

V

31.65

29.25

11.58

.,.,

~

Hi!

~

.05
.01

table 12

DUferencQs Between .I.S.P. and ....line Jlerfonallnco Over
Five lntenaiti.a--Se1f-Other Qroupe--Aecuraey
.i:::::: ' we

(houp

Other

21 '

I

2 •.50**

=;

I

( i

J

11

III

IV

V

13.66*'*

11.83**

9.25"

16.50**

7.66**

6.66**

5.50*

Mid4le

43.24

17 .15.

Self

31.98

21.91

14.25

11.40

24.91

u

• P
.. ,

oqerimentel
~ate

i~llt:e

cClll~1t1cus.

that vhile the

4

~

.05
.01

The resc1ts presented in tables 11, 12., and 13 ind1 ...

fala~ al~rm

me.,ure remains

over the two perceptual t ••ka.

rel~tively

.table from baso-

'lb. results of tables 11 and 13 auppot't

the findings of Table 8 that there 1s • dtminishing of effect of the E.S.P.
situation from the Other group to the Self group.

This 1. moat clearly demon-

strated in Table 13 on the accuracy measure where all five intensities ahow a
significant difference for the Other group, four are aignificant for tbe Mid ..
dIe group. and none are 8igmfteant for the Self group.
note that

ott

It is interesUng to

the hit meaaure, Table 11. the Hiddle and Self groups are quite

similar. both having two significant differences occurring on the same

two

intensities. while they differ quite markedly on the accuracy measure.

2.

Vetbal Productivity

~

'eEc,ptual l!rfoA!!Dc!

Sinee the subjects of this investigation were selected on the baais of
their score. on the Self and Other dimensiooa, and not

ott

the baSis of verbal

productivity measures, the approach was easentially an exploratory one

co~

cerned more with finding relatiol'18hips than with formulating apecific hypotheses.

However. it va. the investigator'. expectation that there would be a

po.itive relatlonahip between the Emotional Word Ratio (B.W.a.) and the degree
of effect of the B.8.P. situation upon perceptual performance.

Since the E.

W.B.. is s ratio between two measures, it was also possible to explore the

relationlhip between each of the

t'WO

measurel makiug up the rat1.o (the number

of emotional words divided by the total number of words) and the perceptual

measurea.

Table 13 presents the rank order correlationa which were computed

for the entire sample of 45 subjects between the degree of effect of the I.S.P
8ituttion and verbal

p~juctiv1ty.

The results indicated in Table 13 support

the $xpeet8t1ou of • positive relstionahip between verbsl productivity and
effect of tbe I.S.P. situation.

However, the m881litude of the relaUolUlhip
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Table 13

aelatiouship Between Verbal

Productlvit~

Naa,urea and Perceptual Performance
Total Worda

Bmotio_1 WOrda

nit

• 156

.166

False Alam

.049

.106

B.W.ll •
.048

.228*
(tal. 71)

.281**(t:a2.50)

.215

Accuracy

• t
.. t

.143

.OS (d.f. • 43) • 1.68
.01 (d.f. • 43) - 2.42

betw4etl 6iIIIOtional word. and accuracy, and emotional word ratio ,uw fala. altu.11l
is not enough to be of any predictive utility_

In comparing the perceptual taaks in this investigation to thoa. typically used in stgn,al detection research aeveral crucial difference. are read11y apparent.

'l'bue a" su.mmBrbed below.

l'r'8!eat Studx
Feedback of information on
correctuae (learning 1).

No feedback

Subject haa knowledge of
probabilities of Signal
occurrence

110 k1lOWledge of
prooabUltiea

So bia.tDg tn8tructiofta

I.S.P. instructions

2000 or more obeerv.tiona
per subject

200 oblervationl
P(u' subject.

In view of the differences cited above it is to be

h1atween the :"id8.1'· observer, .s specified by si.gnal

actual performance. of the S.U"Other groupe would

that difference.

e~~ected

~

det&~t:i.on

theory, and

rather marked.

Thi. ia

particularly the ca.e for the ideal observer which i. defined theoretically as
.. flsysteam" which malte. optimum usa of the infc:rmation availabla in any particu-

lar situation, including signal probabilities, feedback informatica. and payoff schedule..

In

orde~

to compare the performaucea of tbe Self-Other groupa

with that specified 8sideal". tusignal intenaitie. of the two expar1Mntal
~

situations were plotted according to actual alld theoretlcal value. of

•

thi. decision value take. into account the pay-off achedule. and the a priori

a1gnal and noia. probab:lU.tiee, but not variatloos in aignal atrength.
Piaure. 2. 3, and 4 preaent actual and theoretical values of f$ • the deci.ion
criterion, plotted to show the relationship between the average R valUB. for
the Self-Other group. and the ldoal Obaerver.
Figura 2
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Figures 2. 3, and 4 evidence the el(p8cted lou relation.hip between the SelfOther gX'oup' and the theoretical deeiaiOll erited.a.

lihUe the dlapeX'ai0D8 tn
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three figures are quite pronounced. Figure 2 suggests that the relationship
between the

S~lf

group and the Ideal Observer may be greater than that

reflected in Figure. 3 and 4.

'!'be Self-Other groups vera then compared with

each other in terms of decision criteria.

Figurea 5, 6, and 7 pres.nt plota

of the average fals •• la~ proportions. '.(A). for the groups.

Fala. Alarm

proporttona instead of values vere used aa indices of the actual deciaion cdter1a consistent with th. recommendations of Svets

~J!.

(1961).

Figure 5
Deeision Criteria Indices ['.(A)] Other Group va. Middle Group
.40 ..

•30 ..

Other
Group

•

•1.

.,
I

3

'f

.20 ..

• 10 ..

•5

•3

I

..

Intenaity 1

• - I.S.'. Seriee

•
(

• .. Baaeline Seri.s

,

I

.10

.20

I

.30

I

.40

Middle Group
Figures 5, 6. and 7 indicate definite poaitive relationships among the three
groups in decilion criteria placement for the various signal intenaities.
Figure 7, in particular, shove a rather tisht grouping with minimal dispersion
and sUSS.st. a greater relationship between the Self group and the Other group
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rtsure 6
Decision Criterie Indices [PN(A)] Self Group va. Kiddie Group
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than would be expected.

llowever, previous reault:.a have indieated that it may

be the degree of shUt 1n cd terf..ot\ pllc.enw.nt 1.n ,!oins from the baseline to

Inepeetlcm of the ded.• ton cd.tftton vatuea theme.l vea, presented in Table 15

Offer.

80M

evidence on this

1.8\\8.

These values are, again, averase falae

'lb. greater the mlgnitude of the proportioD, the further

alarm proportiona.

the cut-off 1s moved along the decision axis towards the DOt.. distribution,

ability that a noise presentation vill result in

0

false

ale~ re$por~e.

Table 15

Averese Palee Alarm Prcportiona for Self-Otber Oroupe
I

Other

$I.

J

H:1<k11e

e

II

If

Self

f

=I

'N

(Obaervationa)

Ba••line

.191

.178

.2,11

1SO

I.S.'.

.213

,'43

.305

750

Total

.491

.509

.559

1500

The values to Table 15 tmply that 811 the STOUPS shifted their criterion

towards a more leniant cut-off 10 soin! fTom the baeeltue to the

However. the valuos in Table 15 8110 indieate the

Ir~JP.

I.S.'.

seri••

did DOt Tet.in their

r.,laUve ,osltions fo'!: t-be basI\\U."l'te. B.S.P., and total 8e'!:'1•••
It is also of

inte"~st

t.o detlJmine if the shift" in cr1.terton inM-

was tested using Z vtslues, which are presented in 'tabla 16.

The groups are

Table 16

Differences Between False Alarm Proportions for Self-Other
Groups On Baseline, E.B.P., and Total Intonaities

,,

;

,,

= ,,@

,..«

,

Other \'.. Self

#,

& .. 1

Other va. M1ddle

Self va. Middle

3.33'"

.54

E.S.P.

.75

2.33-

1.54

Total

4.00*It

1.50

2.50**

Baaeline

3.88'A*

** 81gn1ficant at

.01 level

also matched against each other for cona18tency of performance on the baseline and I.S.P. seriea.

Thi. compari8on yielded Z values of 1.42 for the

Self va. Self, 4.00 (a1gnificant at .01) for Other VI. Other. and 6.87 (aignificant at .01) for Middle va. KiddIe.

'fbia indicatea tb.lt the Middle and

Other groups shifted their criterion significantly from baselina to I.S.P.,
While the Salf group remained relatively atable.

thus shifta in criterion

toward. a more lenient cut.. off by the Middle and Other groups made them more
similar to the Self group, whlch held the moat lenient criterion on the bas...
line series.
It was not possible to compute id.al detect.bility values for tbe var-

ious signal intensities since this would require a more exact photometric
definition of the signal and noise ratio than

W8S

possible with the apparatua

used. However. it was possible to compute actual detectabUity meaaures based

upon the performance of the Self-Other groups util!zins the formula
dt

'N(A) - PSN(A)

..

-----a-

where r.(A)

.. False alarm proportion

'SH(.) .. Hit proportion
({' .. 1.0

Theae detect.billty measures were plotted for tile two expertmental aituatio1l8
in such a way that the Self-Other sroups were compared with each other.
Figures 8. 9. and 10 present the plota of theae data.
Figure 8

Detaetlon Meaau.res ['5(.) .. 'SN(A)] Other Group va. Self Group
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The plots of r1sure. 8, 9, and 10 definitely indicate a positive relationahip
between the sroups on the detectabillty meaaure.

Certainly this i l to be

expected 1f the detect.bility reflects to any extent the sensory capabilities
of the observer.

While direct comparisons with the plota reflecting deciSion

criteria are not pos8ible, Figure. 8. 9, and 10 appear to reflect a greater
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Figure 9
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relationsM.p between the groupe than do Figurel -;., 8, and 9.
The percept\\8!

t80kB

ut:Uized in this study placed rather beavy demand8

upon tlle observers since they ware given no information regarding the correctness of their guesses, were deliberately mislead by E.S.P. instructions. were

penalized by f418e alarms. and had no knowledge of a priori lignal occurrence.
UDder the.. conditioaa

ODS

would expect that Whatever .trategy the observer

adopted to reduce the uncertainty of the taek, his performance on the
serie. would sbow

8

decrement in accuracy

a function of .. reduced number of

8.

hite. end a cort'••pondi~ iucre••e in miss...
instructions might be

e)~octed

to encourage

£.s.r.

The effect of the B.S.P.

1nd1viot~18

to utilise subjective

cues and lIbunches. II while the fa186 alarm penalty would be expected to act .s
an inhibitor .sainst. ••Y1OS too meny ,.....
the

perf~rmanc.

'iSure. 11, 12. and 13 present

of the entire sample of 45 8ubjects on both baaeline and B.S.P

series.
The performance curves c·f ]figure 13 pruent rather dramatically the

decrement in accuracy induced by the E.S.P_ Situation, when probability of
response t8 computed using one of the

c~entioaal

cltance correction forcula ••

1'be dip in the curv.. at iuteaaity 560 18 rather difficult to explain since
th:le intensity ranks second in bd.ghtnes8. and haa a 81gnal probability of
.10.

Obviou8ly, however, this inteuaity pre••nted a

taO"

difficult task than

the degrs. of illumination or probability of occurrence would wanant, and
sinee it

OCC:Ut'fJ

over both seriee and all

it 1& a spurious 01' chance occcrrence.

560 altere the .ignal
dat-acta!:)1e.

no.

r.le8Snre8 ,

it 1.e hiehly unlikely that

Apparently, the engle of rotation of

a relatiO'n8hip in such a way a. to CMlke it leas

Si

Figure 11
Falle Alarm Rate [J?(A)] .s a Function of 1nt.naity
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Subjeete' helief in I.S.P. was lUluumred on a five point ocale 80 that

dearee of belief ceuld ;,e investiaated
eff~t

of the It.S.P. eitfJ4tion.

'lbie

tiS

W4!'

a variable 1nfluen.c1na the bUGlna
done by computing !(ruskal-Wttllts

one...way ffMlpea of verri.nee of the ranking. on the perceptual measurn aceord

ins to the five belief categorle.. Thie anal,.1. yielded H valuea of 1.77 for
hit•• 1.32 for talae alerms. and 3.27 for accuracy. none of which are e1.11nifl ..
cant.

This would iDdicete that degree of belief in R.S.P.» .e MUured on the

five point .eele. did not m4ke a significant dt!terence in the deeree of

effect which the B.S.!'. situation had upon perfot't'nance aa reflected in the

th:ree me.'u'rGs.

femalea in the two perceptual aituetione, on the three perceptual ".ures.
A two by two Chi-.quare design va, .,107ed Which yield4d va1ue8 of .004 for
hiu, .140 for falae alerasa, and .003 for accuracy, none of whicb are aignifi-

cant.

ina

Apparently,.ex of .ubjeet

w.

DOt a sipiflcant

veriable in deteratn...

perceptual performance.
1D ordarto detemi.ne to what extent

lOX

of eubject may have b.cn a

factor tft belief in I.S.f •• the five point scal.

~~8

coll.peed into

and aeaative dicbotOlll)'. tbrowias out five aubjeota who were neut:c.l.

B

positive
It two by

two Cb.i-a<i\Uoare design was uti1ued, lind yielded a '11.1\0$ of 3.74, which fe1l

i.S.!., and only 12 were tl4&4ti'l/E!.
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5.

lndlyf.dual

.§trat~&io.J.

!he E.S.P. situation utiU.zed in this study wes duip.ed to maxim1ae
uncertainty, and present the observer tdth
forced to adopt one of

1;\,10

strategies:

III

situation in which he would be

(1) playing the game according to

''hunchea u related to I.S.P. iMtructiou, or (2) playi. the

gaM

according to

1ufoDUtiOtl appearing on the screen, related to signal and noue prese1lt41tion.

Follow-up queationing of the .ubjeats indicated that in fact these two atrateSiu were utUi&ed by moat of the subjects.

Typically, the observer started

out utili.sill3 stratel1 1, but shifted to strategy 2 as siaM1 strensth

increased.

Table 17 givea the frequtmcw ocourri. with the various strate..

gies described by the subjects.

Tabl. 17 sives

8$

indication of the variety

'feMe 17
Preq~1 ..
I

of Strate!1... Adopted on E.S.P.
III

•

taak

I

StratelY

Frequency

i:fh;er:.ccd by raJ:e J.lerm pet:elty

3S

1.

S~t

2.

Influenced by !alse $larm pennlty

3.

GuaMd oppo8ite of what appeared on Icreell

4.

Guellsed same •• what appeared on $ereen

S.

Compared "hunch" with what appeared on screen

2

E..

kpt ily.t3 closed part or all of E. S. ~. aeri4U

9

1.

tcept eyt;:J. o};~n i:;::1~ E.S.P. 3.:1:10.$

10
6
37

36
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of behaviorl allowed by the situation, and indicates that aubjects did not
alwaya "go alougll with what they aaw on tbe acrfMn, even though they m1ght
have been aware tbat si&nale were being proented.

'this alao sU81eats that

the B.S.P. taak may have been more complex in ita effect upon the individual
tban bad been anticipated.

Forma I analya1a of the data was done to determine

if tbe falae alarm penalty had any effect upon the frequency of the ltyestl
reapoaae., although the frequencies reported in Table 17 auae.t that it did
not.

The Wilcoxon matched pair. sSanal rank. teet

used to campare shifts

W8.

in frequency of yea response in going from baleline to I.S.P. aerie., and
yielded a Z value of .593, which i. not .igDifieant.

lext differencea in

acorel were subjected to &ruakal-Wallil one-way aaalysil of vartance to teat
for differential effect of the fal.e

ala~

paoalty for the Self-Other groups.

t'hu analysis yielded an H value of 6.85, which, when referred to a chi-square
table of values reaches Significance fo", X2 .05 • 5.99.

!be Other end KiddIe

group., which ahowed the Ire.te.t diveraenee in frequency of ye. reapanaGe,
were then compared ueina the Maim-Whitney U teat.

Thl. analy.is yielded a U

value of 122.85, with U ~ 72 l'8quired for .1&DiU,c.ance.

'lb••• rHult. indi-

cate that while the combiaed differeneea of yes frequency were significant.
the difference. between any two

6.

gr0up8 tiD

not e:tsn1fieant.

lBtllcaS;19N'

!be 1aplicationa of the resulta pre.entad in this chapter are discusaad
with reference to three seneral area.:

S1anal Detection and Self and Other

lleU.anee. 111e Perceptual T.ska, and The Group '1"baatic Apperception T.at (TAT)
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f.!anpl p,tection .!.!!! .!ill ~ Other blisncs
the results of the analysis based primarily upon the signal detection
model are someWhat disappointing in that they did not consistently reflect

differences among the
brought about

~

ielf~Other

groups.

Although the E.S.P. situation

general increase in false elarme, and a deer...e in hits, both

of which were a1p1ficant for the total group of .ubject' lI these d1fferences
did not hold up when the Self-Other group. were compared separately.

Jl

Swets!!

(1961) recommend. u.tna the false alarm proportion as an index of the

observer'. criterion placement.

Analyse. ba.ed upon this ..asure indicated

that whila the group. differed s1gD1ficantly from each other (the Self and
Other) on the baseUna and total series. the I.S.'. situation tended to diminish ehb differenee, with both groups adoptiog a more lenient cut-off.

The

Other and Middle ,roup. did, however, reflect a significant degree of shift in
criterion placement in going from baseline to I.S.1' . •erie•• wbile the Self
group did not.

!bis sugg.sts that the .elf reliant observer maintains a high.

falae alarm rate. is

188S

effected by biasina instructions. and coneequently

more accurate on the I.S.' ••eri...

!be tendency to maintain a higher falae

alarm rate may be interpreted a. the adoption of a more lenient criteria, or a
more reckl... strategy. but, whatever the interpretation. it appear. to be a
relatively .table characteri8tic which holds true for a .ample of 200 ob.ervationa.

'.the other reliant obaerver maintains a significantly lower falee alarm

rate, is more effected by bi•• ing instructions, and conaequently 18 1••• accurate.

the lower f.lee .larm rate may be interpreted as a more stringent cri-

terion, or a more cautioUl .trategy which is quite susceptible
from external variable.--mialeading instructions.

!he..

to

findi~

influence
also imply

that the other reliant observer tends to be more influenced by infol'mlltion

from snother person. the

experimenter~

than

infol~tion

arising out of his own

sena. impressions.
nowover$ theae results are somewhat at variance with those reported by
Stric.kland and Itodwan (1963), "ho investiSatod eriteri01l measures in tho coo ..

teut of a probability matching taak.

Their findings

sll&geat

that the more

extel-nalll' oriented the subject. and the greater his need for approval, tho
\!K)1!'e likely he is to conmtit £abe positive errors in llredicting o-::currence of

'isual or blank--implying e more lenient critorion.

It is difficult to

c~

pare the two studies, however, sinee different decision criterion measures,
and different experimental tasks wre used.

Perhaps the findings of thia

study add weight to Strickland and lodwants cooeluaioQ8 that the dtermination
of a subject t • criterion placement 18 a rather complex affair. Which ia
heavily dependent upon the tasks utilized, and the maesures used to infer the
criterion.

lor the task utilized by Strickland and Rodwan the moat appropri-

ate mealure turned out to be fals. alarma/total positive re.pon.... while in
this study the moat appropriate meaaure seemad to be accuracy, or hits + correct rejectiona.
1be detectability measures apecified by signal detection theory s.emed
to reflect 1... variability than the criterion indicea, and tbe results aussest a ar.ster dear•• of similarity among the sroupa on this meaaure.

Thia

impli.s that tbe groups performed moat cODaiatently on theee aspects of the
taak which vere moat directly related to sensory capacitl... and that variatioaa In performance may be more appropriately ascribed to deciSion factors.
The fact that the datectability measure seems to show l.ss variability than

tbe criterion moaaure lends aome support to the 8ianal detection model generally. and to the claim that tho model ia able to separate decision factors

from

.BDSOry

factors.

The B1goal detection model baa been criticized by Luce (1963) and

AtkinsOP (1963) for emphasizing expected

pey~off8

in such a way •• to set the

decision criterion according to experimental conditiona, and allOWing no
p08.ib1l1ty for trial-by-trial fluctuations.

Both Luce and Atkinaon

lH~opoBe

a learning proce.s to account for inferred shifte in criterion placement.
tne r.sulta reported in this study sUS8est that the 8ubjecta aa a group tended
to 'hif t their criteria for each of tlle ten experimental conditioNi in the
direction of maxlm1aing expected p'y-off8 e.

pr~icted

by the detection model.

However, since no tr1al-by-trlal analysis was dODe. it is possible that a
learniftg process might have functioned to produce the correapondance between
the ideal and actual criterion values.

the variatioDS between the actual and

1deal criterion values for the thre. group. reported in Figures 2, lJ and 4
point up the difficulty which probabllistic deciaion theorie. have in predicting performance where motivational variables are important.

Certainly the

three group. were not expected to conform very closely to any ideal perform.
auea meaaure, aince the te.ks were selected to highlight individual differeDCd.

However. the signal detection model alone doe. not make differential

predictions for motivational variable., and a learning process which predicts
trtal-by-trial fluctuatiooa,

a8

propo.ed by Luce (1963). and Atkinson (1963)

may be able to make more refined predictions.
!be data generally support the major hypothesi. of differential reaction

to the I.S.P. situation Which follows along the linea of Self and Other
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aelianc~.

Self reliant

ob~ervers vc~e

significantly mo.8 accurate than other

reliant observers, an4 othet reliant QbeerVez8 vera B1inificantly 1.,.

a~cu

However. Tables 10 t 11, and 12 indicate tbat the

ratll than the middle i'roup.

Ilacline in accurscy whi',;h hUPPtined to all thrall groupa vaa awra a fun ... tion of
shift in false

e1ar~

t.he Oth.l: group.

rate for the lUdJh a::oup, and .a shift in bit rate

fOl"

'fb.e Solf gt'OUp sot 'ianificautly fevor hits on only two of

the five intensities. with

false alarm rate iuc.easing,

tl~

s1snificauG8 on any of the fivll) intensities.
ferently for d1ffe!:ent

rea~:ons.

bu~

not reachlus

l'hus. the aroupa pado:med dif-

l'he88 fi.:ndi:::ags auuest ehlt the H1eld1a group

was more variable. perhaps more beterocenous, than the self and Other ,roupa,
and to the extent that false alarm rate indicate. dociaion criterion, ,bifted
their criterion .ignifieantly on three of the five Intenaltle. in re8ponae to

I.s.r. b1U.

the

lh! le,rC1ll!t!!l l'.!!!s
!he perceptual taak. utilized in thi8 investigation pr•• ented rether
different condit lou for the oba.rver than either .ipal detection d•• ips , or
The obaerver'. uncertainty .Y be

probabilistic learning taaka.

eort81cered •

function of the signal to noi•• retio. the veryiaa probabilities of occurrence
of

e~.gnal

and nol,., the

correctness.

1.8.r.

i..

iD8tructiCIM, end the aba.nee of feedback of

The taaks were daia_d to !llud..

the individual to adopt one of

t:\U)

st:ratesies:

uncertainty, and to force

(1.) !'elyina upon the E.S.P.

iD8trHctiO'l'Ul, and (2) ignoring the !,S.P. instructions and paying attention to
what

1188

being pre$euted

CpOD

the .creen.

stretetiee ware used by the subjects, hut

The results 1nd1catcd that these
rftre~y

did a subject utiliae only
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one of d1. two pcs$1b11itio8.

Subjects typicall, begen the

otratecy 1, but shifted to m:.raeeg)' 2 after

.:l

I.s.r ••erie.

va:-yiD3 1ntc1:'Jal of time.

with
Since

this shift senct'£llly resttlted in iooreasina accuraey. the len;th of time
T<lqu1red (or c.c.lIlber of trials) for the subje".:t to make this sM.:!t ".sa probably

relate'.} to the Self-Other dimensions.

However, sinee individual pe'l."fonnance curvee ind1('.ate

cons1de~ahle

vlld.",

.nee within the groupe, it 18 possible that the B.S.P. bies tl8y be coned.der....
abl, more complex tban wae oriainally anticipated.

Certainly the etrstegiea

of eomparins c'hunchea n with what appeared on the screen, guessing in opposition to what appeared

Oft

the eereen. and va8cillatlog between the two atrate-

gies were unexpected, and cannot he accounted
variablea.

lOT:

by any of the exper1mtmtal

It i. p08slble that the exper1meutal variables whiCh added to the

uDcerta1nty of the ta.k al,o served to complicate the underatand1na of the
individual difference..

For 8U1:IIPle, the abaenee of feedback (reworcement)

would couldereb1,. compU.eeu wbatev.r Ieamina
a trial .. o,-trial

bou.

proe~su

m1ght be operetias on

effecting criter..on placement. and the reaulU.n;

at:rat-aY.
'erfo~DCe

relaeive to the five different sigoal intenlities are pre-

i_ted in I'1gU1"08 11, 12. and 13.

It i. tnterut1.ftl to note th.tt the E.S.'.

aituatlOA produced a .ufficuDt decrement 1n accurac), to lower the entire
curve belO".t1 the c.Ol'lveutioul threabold leve 1 of SOt..
WQ"

lince this investiptioo

not coucGmed with eatabliahiDa visual limits for the subjects in tems of

• "threahold" ....ure, the varylna eiplal iutealti•• are of little
111 and of themselves.

~ortane.

Howevo1:. c.ertain 1.mp11~tiODfJ coneernina thl"eehold

mea.urement techniques .eem warranted.
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As indicated in Figure 13, the E.S.P. biat, and the falae

ala~

penalty.

Which are the only changea made in the viauel taak for the E.S.P. aeriee,
lowered the performance curve quite draatically, but did not change the ahape
of the curve.

Thia aeems to imply a conatancy in performance stmilar to what

might be expected if an additional filter were added to the lena of the projector, and each signal intensity vaa decreased by a constant amount.

It ia

only when the deciaion criteria are considered that the

~n·

ingful.

reaul~

become

It waa not the obaerver's visual acuity which had altered. but the

criterion which determined hit rate and falae alarm rate which bad been
.hifted.

If deci.ion factor. are not taken into account, and conventional

chance corrections are applied to eatabU.8h a "threshold" value, one would
conclude tbat I.S.P. instructions and fa1a. alarm penalty had significantly
influenced perception.
Paychophyaical measurement in general reata on the aaaumption that the
obaerver'a decision criterion ia a atable parameter, and that hia behavior is
primarily a function of the detectabiliey of the atimulua.

Both Luce (1963)

and Atkinson (1963) bave questioned thia assumption, and Luce further propoaea
a non-randomly varytng aena1tivity level.

If the obaerver's criterion is not

a atable parameter. but vari.a with a variety of conditions. and may be in
part a function of motivatlonel variablea (ae thia study indicated), paychophyaical inveatigationa should be dea1aoed ao a. to yield an index of the
obaerver's criterion Itabillty .e a characteriatic of a me.auring "inltrument.
It i. further recommended that in atudiel involving paychophy.ical mea.uremant
and motivational variablel, where the number of obeervationa per subject is
DOt great enough to yield an unbiaaed e.timate of an obaerver'. criterion
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placement. the .stabUshment of • nb.s.U.ne" provide. a satisfactory control
for the influence of the motivational variablea.

1lul Group

Tbemat~c

Iiperce2tionl!!!

Sinee the tiT mea.ures resulted in significant differencea in accuracy
between the extreme groups in the predicted direction, the 8coring scheme and
the personality d1menaiona involved may provide a useful tool for further
research.

The measures of Self and Other reliance would appear to have rele-

vance for a variety of situations in which individuals l!proc8es
ar18ing out of their own expertence, and from external sources.

l1

inforution
Liverant and

Scodel (1960), and Strickland and Radwan (1963) exemplify a current interest
in the dimaneion of

Intern.l~Bxtern.l

Control:

degree to wbich an individual

perceives the events that happen to htm a. a function of his own control, a.
opposed to tho.e eventa belnsthe result of external forces, fate, or chance.
'lbe Self-Other reliance ai1aenaiens, .a defined and mlN.ured in this atudy,
would .eem to have some relevallce for the Internal-External explol'ations .ince
tt utilizes a pl'oJective approach to aaa8.amant, which may add to the under..

atandins of the dimensions involved.

Many of the current atudiea in the areaa

of problem solving and decision maktng have tended to employ paper and pencil
meaaur.a of attitudes
techniques

OIl

al~

motivational vartables in preference to projective

th6 ground that projective tochniques did not lend themeetv•• to

quantification, utilised unreliable scoring scheme•• and had little 1f any
predictive utility.

the results of this study sugaesi: thee the tbematic apper

caption technique uaiug the standard tiT cards i8 a potentially reliable technique, with

8~

degree of predictive utility, provided that some care i.
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taken in the cOMtroction of the scoring scheme to be usecl.

1.110. that group

modifi{"ations of the TAT, based upon l'lOn'aElttve date 1 are potentially useful

research tools.
the scoring Elch&'OO used in this investigation was based almost exclu..

sively upon normative .tudies of the TAT such
and Rosenzweig (1949), and

WBe

8S those

of E-ron (1950, 1953).

conceK'ned only 'With the reHance upon self and

reliance upon othere dblenBious. l:ather than a global assessment of Ilpersou..
ality." "theee

tva dimeoai.ons W6l'O treat:ad

as statistically independent, baaed

upon. correlation of -.028 for 155 .ubjects, and othogonally related, rather
than as OPPosite extremes of a single continuum.

The results aenerally

justify this raUonale, and Buss_st this approa·;:h an a fruitful one for personality 1nveat1gations where sufficient nomativo data i8 available to con..

struct • scoring scheme for tAt card••
'l'he ocoring schenQ and par.anality dimenaians invol"ed in this investi-

gation have two rather definite limitations.

Since the techniquo of measure-

ment is a group technique, and thiB investisation dealt only with predictions
for groups. ita applicabilit.y for individual 8S8easment and/or prediction i8

questionable.

A sllnee at the individual pedot"lUnco curves yielded in thia

illV8l'Lia8tion in.dieatea a considerable degree of variance in t.he porfonaance
of subjects within the groupe.

Thi. variance is reflected to soma extent in

the data reported, and is particularly evident for the Middle group.
implies that tbe predicting 1111trUt'Mnt has

GOGH!

This

shortcomings in that the

groupe selected are heterogenous, and that the Kiddie group in particular contains individuale uho are quite dl.a1milar.

TIlts vOYd.ance in performance aleo

implie. that the experimental taaks involve factora other than thol. of 8e1f

and other reliance.
~T

Theae two explaoat1ona appear equally likely, .inee the

1a certainly not a perfectly reliable inatrument. and the perceptual task.

are auff1ciently complex to allow other factor. to effect performance.

SUMMARY AID COICLUSIOIIS

!be main purpose of this investigation was to predict accuracy of perfOrm8nce of group. in a visual perception task from score. derived from a
group administered, six card Thematic Apperception Test (tAT), utili.ed a
Icoring scheme developed by LaDe (1959) for this purpose.

In addition, it wa.

possible to investigate the relationahlp of some of the ..asures utilised by
the sianal detection model proposed by Swets

!£Jl. (1961) to the personality

d1menalona of reliance on 8elf, and reliance on others.

Verbal productivity.

defined by Ullman & MCParland (1951). and measured from the written tiT
stories, was related to performance on the perceptual tesk.
'!'he followina hypotheses were formulated accordi. to the main purposes
of the study.
1.

Self reliant and other reliant observers will differ significantly
from each other in the degree to Which their perceptual performance
is effected by the experimenter'. instructions.

2.

Self reliant and other reliant observers vill not differ aignificsntly on those perceptual measures moat directly related to sensory
capabilities.

3.

Self reliant and otber reliant observers will differ significantly
on those measures of decision criterion.

4.

Emotional words will be positively related to the degree of effect
of the exper1menter f s instructions on perceptusl performance.

The personality variable' of 8elf and other relianee,
72

8S

measured by the
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group tAT. were proposed as logically relatad to basic strategies available to
observers in signal detection tasks where uncertainty 1s uximzed.
evidence relevant to language dimensions of the tAT is

rathe~

Although

inconclusive. it

was alao proposed that these dimensions may be related to behavior in uncertain situatiOM.
The literature reviewed supported the general notion that personality
factors enter into the placement of decision criteria, and the formation of
atrategies in chanee dominated sitUltions.

However, systematic investigation

of per.anality variables possibly involved in Signal detection performance had
not been attempted.
tlT protocols were

a~talned

from 120 introductory psychology students

through group testing procedures carried out in four classes.

Three group.

of 15 subjects were selected on the basis of their acor •• to represent a High
Other-Low Self (Other grouP. a Middle group. and a Higb Self ... tow Otber (Self)
group.

The.. subjects tben particlpated indlvldually in visual perception

tssks involving first a b••eline serles utilizins tbe method of constant

st~

u11 for presentatlon of signal or blank, for the five signal intensities with
Signal duration constant.
ception were then given.

li.sins instructions cooceruing extra.ensory perFinally, an

I.s.r.

seri. was presented us1ng the

lame lignal intensities in an ascending order. under tbe guia. of an
task.

I.s.r.

Statiatical treatment of the data cONJlated of nonparametric analy.e.

comparing groups, and sttmuli series. and relating emotional words to perceptual performance.
The results indicated that:
1.

The .81f reliant group was significantly more accurate than the
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other reltant group on the E.S.P. aeri.•• , when accuracy was measured
aa a decrement in hits plus decrement in correct rejecttona, with
the baseline aa the atandard.
8.

The other srOlJp was significantly lea8 accurate than the middle
group. in terms of deviation from the baseline.

b.

The decision criteria adopted by the 8e1£ group appeared closeat
to that specified by the sigDAll detection model oa "ideal" for
the combined tasks.

c.

Neither the bit nor the falae alarm meaaures separately showed
consistent significant differencea between the Other, !tlddle,
and Self groups.

2.

Nluuber of emotional words waa significantly related to perceptual
accuracy.
a.

The emotional word ratio wa. significantl, related to frequency
of false alamo

b.

leither coefficient

~a.

of sufficient magnitude tc have any pre-

dictive utility.
3.

Agreement among the groups appeared bigher on the detectability
measure. than on the decision criterion mea.ure,.

4. Neither sex of subject, nor degree of belief in I.S.P. vere 8ignificant variables in the effect of the £.8.P. inetruction. on perform·

enee.
5.

The penalty imposed upon fals. alarms during the I.S.P. series did
not significantly reduce the freqllancy of "yes" responses for the

total of 45

subje~ts.

but there was evidence of a significant
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differential effllct on the three grot.:pEI.
Conclusions

~

. . . . . . -.too-...

Sinco the predictions specified

we~e

upheld for the accuracy measure,

the scoring scheme and the personality dimensions involved are considered to
have some degree of predictive utility for binary decision making t&skl similar to thole used in this investigation.

However, its uae should logically

be restricted to' group' testing.
The evidence eeems rather. itH!onc1usi'.'l.l that personality variables
directly detetmine, 'Or significantly influence en observer's criterion place..

ment.

Apparently. criterion placement

i8

at best

8

rather complex variable.

and there exists acme cenfusien as to the appropriate measures from which to
infer an observer's criterion.

If accuracy i8 en appropriate

~asure,

then

the N.ults clearly point to the influence of the persenality dimensiens of
self and other reliance
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determini.ng factors in the selection of

8

dec1.aien

criterion.
ImplicatiODS were pointed out relevant to tht:1!shold measurement praetices,. and. consistent \d.th the Signal detection

med.l~

that where bitlllry

deeiliona are ueed to infer threshold values, the conventional "ebance" cer-

reetions wHl not overcome v4t'ianee due to ,hifts 1.n an observer'. decf.sion
c~iter10n.

It is also evident that 1£ bina'r.'y decicions ere uled, the experi-

mentel' i8 using a measure

Whi~h

has been ropeatedly shown to be particularly

8uscepUble to extraneous v8't'iance from a variety of sources,

301M

of which

include motivational variabl ••.
Finally. the methods of TAT manual construction. and perceptual
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investigation proved to be quite 8Dti9factory.

ins

The weighting of scores accord

to freq'J.eucy of occurrence reported in norutive $tudies Frovided an ade-

quate ba.is for predict1ona.

The uee of a baaeline series in the perceptual

taek pt'oved to. be

fGatlJl:."~"

0

dQstrable

to be readily detectable.

Dnd enabled

30,

shift::; in performance

A'i"i!BHDIX A
BMOTlOOL lrX)lW RAtING SCALi

i!uetaA D!tiuition;
Words with a specific "punch" t.o them, which convey tenaivn, action, or
feeling, or \/hich breath life lolltO (.:O"'JJ.Unication.
Spec}~~F R!finiti~n:

B2HB! which do.l with interpersonal relationahipa of a tensional nature
such aa COMrBTltION, BOPI, IJ'P1U)VAL, 'mOWLE, S'l"lIlGTH, SANrrt, ARGtlKINT,
DECISION, and PROISLEH.

Verbs which deal with human tensions or motivations Gucb all

snuw,

PLEAD, RANG, USTORE, mY, WONDltR, LOVE. LOSE, REGRET, JmDUU, MUST trWrl'.
StAIB, FRUSTRATE.

*d1fifra:

either single words or grouva of words counted as one

em0-

tional word, which tell of the human condition beyond the overtly descriptive.
Sucb words .s EXTBA lICK, B..EACHED THE DD, CHiD. UP J WR<IIG, B&WlLDBRiD, DAZE,
STlAXNBD, WILFUL, BASK, IMPULSIVE, COOL, GODG 'lOG FAR, tENSE, DEPUSSiD, and

DECISIVE are emotional words.

Words which ate descriptive of the stimuli (the

cards) such a& • • •YOUNG, OLD, J.ofAl..i, F£HALE, l«>1'BU., and SON are not emotional wol.:ds.

Worda which are not in any of the above categories, but which communicate emotion:
i!clamatioy:

LEAVE KOHl are

such.s BECK WITH HlR, TIllS IS H.AR.D, or LID HE P'lXDtG TO

e~le&.

and

~il1

be conSidered .n emotional word.

Uny.au.!,l ..2! Une!Eected .,901Qbinat!CJIlS of word. wbieb are expressive and are
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not due to the subject's ~.nattant::t.f)~ to the utiuuli, auell as ItOLY PROTECTOR,
SIns or StMPA'lRV, and BU'l' IT HASH·! Brum DONE aro ~mplea, and are counted as

one emotional word.

Examples:
L

He seems like h.', ~.\q of !Jl1ding dmm the ;;ope.

aq"
2.

dc~n' t

aeUl

about it.

Wall this pictll're seems. tb:!1) first seems
trying to talk to Mm. and he seen»: vary

I aee another woman 1n the beckgrcund.
~ OR
~

He

not.

l\"'~I

she

.e. .

to be

about the a1tuatlon.

I don't kuow 1f they

He looks tH:e hets !aND Ql

to talk about 1.t, watever it is.

mn and

J! t.. Dl\Zi.

~~

Be pggpl,k
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Di:r."!t~

!.£ !.uJ.,l~

This is an exped.ment to find out more .bout thi$!l test)
f1nd out anything about

yOtt.

~ather

than to

Your' papers 'Wi 11 remelt'! anonj'ltlOua I and the only

information wh.icb we waut aootJt you persoually 1.8 you\" sex nnd ase.

In this

case we are i.nterested in how you do as a group.... not individually.
Pictures wUl be flashed upon the

serp.f)n,

end you ere to t",11 what hap-

pened before, what is happening in the picture, tJht'lt the characters aceta to be

thinklD8 and feeling, and how it ell turn. out.

You w111 write your stories

on the p.pet' p't"ovtded for you 1n the test booklet.

on a diffet'ent sheet of paper.

'lesse begin each story

Number the Dtorios consecutively.

itultrtJctiona are mimeographed and stapled in tho test booklets
subjects can refer back to them if necessary).
an"e\" to any 1ucstioo9 rereat tbO!fl

p~l'ts

Are there

811Y
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(!hese
that the

qu"attonD?

(In

o£ the genera:. inst1.'llct:iO'Oll applic-

able.)
'r,st Mat!t"ial..,IJ

A booklet will be pyovided for each subject.

This booklet u111 contain

10 lined pase., and a copy of the instructioo...
~

Fr!!entatioD
The

181M.

B b,

TAT cards used to make up the tes t era 1. 2,

l~ ~

6BM» 7BM t am!

3Smm .lides of these cilrds will be used for the teltl.'llS

Testing will be

~arried

out in the

cl~s.

room

foll~in8

Fli."o-~odt.;re.

the zeneral

pr.~edure

outlined by t~nr~ (1956)~ Eron & Rl~te~ (1951), and Sara.on & Sara.on (1958).
~ slide will be projQctod on the aereen fOl~ a t.otal of f~.vo minute..

Sub-

ject. will be warned after four minutes hIve elapeed that thoy have one minute
to complete thetr storie..

'lbe rocm will be 44rkened

enouah to allow projec-

tioa of the eU.d•• , but with ellOUlh liaht r_lnil'l 80 that the .ubjects can

••• to wrlte their stories.

APpmIDI% C

Suhjects rask:tng up this sample were male end female f.ntrodttctory PAYchology st.udcntR, ~mo wer.e tested in groupe of 5, 15. 20~ 30. and 40 to inve8tigate she of group
famales

W8S

19.

8S 8

variable.

The mean age for males ~1.8 2~.• and for

All. were oither sophomore or juniors.

No significant dUfet'!lnces were found attributable to group size. and

dUie-cences between the self-other dimensions for males and fesnalea, while
significant for selected TAT cards, were not aignHicent. for the teat as

whole.

s~.m11arlYt differences betveen malee and females

ratio dimension ¥ere not sign iff-cant .

on the emotional word

The follatd.ng data pertinent to the

three dimensIons are based upon the sample of 1SO students (96 males; 52
females) described above.

.!!!!!

Sif@!

leltlne.on Self (Male)
Relience on Self (Female)

2.748

2.819

.663
.674

geliance on Others (Male)

Reliance on Others (Vemale)

2.401
2.416

• 341.
.397

Reliance on Self (Total)
aelienee on Others (Total)

2.183

2.408

.668
.370

5.29

1.79

ImoU.oul Word ratio (l.male)

5.44

1.30

Imotional Word ratio (Toul)

5.34

1.54

Bmotional WOrd ratio Orale)

B
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APPI'NDIX D

EJm.W)ENSORY PERCEPTION IJFORMATION

The phenomena of extrasensory perception has been studied quite extenslvely by Dr. Rhine at Duke University.

Ria research demcmatratea that aome

individual. are able to make gues.e. about events Which are significantly more
accurate than chance, even though the.e individuals do not have acceas to
information through the customery senae modalitie..

That 18, they are able to

receive information, and consequently their judgments are significantly more
accurate than 1f they were forced to rely upon their physical .enaes alone.
In order for this to function, however, the subject typically must concentrate,
and the examiner also must think of the information to be communicated to the
subject.

In other worda, the examiner acts a. a transmitter, and the subject

as a receiver.
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APPEHDIX E

1 General Seoriga Principle!
This manual is to be used for scoring re8ponse, to six cards selected
from the regular TAT battery--l, 2, 4. 6BM. 78M. 18m«.

'lbe primary purpose

for which these cards have been selected. and consequently tbe atm of the
scoring manual, is to acce.& or measure Reliance upon Self and Reliance upon
Others a. these two dtmensions are reflected in the stories given to the six
cards.

The manual

l~a

been conatructed

ing of theme and outcome.

.0 a. to facilitate the separate scor-

In the scoring of theae two parts of the story, the

scorer refers to the appropriate heading--Self Reliant Themes, or Other Reliant Themes, for that particular card aud selects that scoring category which
IDOst closely approximates the story which he ls scoring.
is to be followed ln scoring the outcomes.

'lbe same procedure

For cards 2 and 4 seperate scoring

principl.s have been derived for males aod females.

On the other carda, how-

ever. males and femal •• are scored on the S8me set of principles.

'lbe weighte

scores s.signed to the various themes and outcomes ware derived as follows.

A

five point scale wes agreed upon for use, and given the following definitions.
!bat ia. a re8,o08e is assigned a ,core of from 1 to 5 on the basla of the
follOWing criteria.
a)

'r.9ueacI~

Oecurrenca--the percentage of occurrence for various

types of themes end outcome. has been reported by Eron (1950, 1953), and
lloeenzwei.g (1949).

A response b.avitAg a high frequency of occurrence would

appear to have 1es. 8ignificance in that it tells 1••• about the individual.
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()ecurrence of such a re.ponse would

SetUil

to .ignify that the individual is

behaving much the same a8 others to the same card.

Consequently, such a

re.ponae tells more about the card than about the individual.

Convers.ly,

responses having e relatively low frequency of occurrence would have more
algnificance--reflecting a greater degree of individuality or uniqueness in
dealing with the card.

The follOWing figures represent the percentage inter-

vel. and the corresponding weighted acorea.
Table 18
tAT Scorel According to Frequency of Occurrence
or

i

Percent
Occurrence

Score

Number
Of Items

o ..

9

5

15

10 .. 15

4

27

16 - 25

3

24

26 .. 35

2.

20

36 -

I

19

b) Degree of Other or Self Rel1ance--1'bls was determined through the

agreement of judges as to ranking of the responaes along the two continua.
Care was taken so that the Icorea meant the lame on all of the lix carda used.
That iS t a reaponae classified a8 aelf
card 1 will reflect.
all other

respcm~e.

8S

rel1ant~

and given a score of 3 on

much as po.sible, the same degree of self reliance aa

raceiv:l,ng similar scor.es on other cards.

However. in

remaining consistent with the above principles. it was necessary to cbange
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certain aeore8 for certain cards in o:dcl" to more closely approximate the
weightina augelted by the frequency of occurrence.
c) Se.elfie

~eori9l--Th.

specific scoring step. mey be exemplified in

the aame 8:.::.oring sheet !'eprodur..ed below.

Outcome

Theme

card

Self

Other

Other

Self

3

1

1

lIot

2

Appro~riate

3
3

4

3

6M

3

4

1BH

2

4

18BK

-

2

0

1l/5

MIAN OTHBR SCORE .. 25/9 .. 2.8
MlAB SEl..P

soon

..

...L
6/2

14/4

Hean 8e1£ theme .. 0
Mean self outcome .. 3.0

6/2 .. 3.0

Hean other theme - 2.2
Mean other outcome- 3.5

Ae indicated in tha scoring blank, one derives 8ix different scorea from the
protocol.

The•• are all mean score8. 8ummed firat according to theme and

outcome, and then for the two per80naU.ty d1menaiona.

The deci.ion was made

to utilize only the final 8elf and other score.t aince this aeems to meat
fully characterize the subject's overall parformance.

It is recognized, how-

ever, that in ao doing one is masking certain variationa in performance which
are reflected in the component theme. and outcome Icore••
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S_ie Protocol

MALI

The boy bas been wrested away from hi. play by a parent who desires htm
to play the violin. !he boy not happy about the situation and is contemplatins what he should do to get out of the practice ses.ion. He
knowa that if he does not practice the consequences will not be pleasant
for he haa no desire to play the violin. He i8 angry and hurt at being
denied his play time, and considers smashing the violin aa an effective
meane of eliminating it from hia life. He decides against it and practice., although reluctantly.

TRIKE:

Other I.

1

01J'l'C0M&;

Other ll.

3

Well, this picture ill aymbol1c·aymbolic of growing urban life in the
nation. Tb18 girl's parents are not educated--she ha. gene to school.
And later on sbe will become a school teacher.
OUTCOME:

,!e If R.

3

'thia glZ:,.t :1.U a service atation attendant Ilnd 1&n' t max-ried, and thi. girl
ta hia girl friend who ia a waitr•• s. They have been going with each
other. She is a very jealous type. He doesn't 11ke this becau.e he
likes to run aroun4 with ether worden. They have just had 8 b1g argument
about it. He is about to leave her. snd ahe i8 trying to coax him to
st8Y. Be will probably leave her anway bacauae he i8 tired of her being
80 posaeaaive.
'J.'HI'.ME:

Other R.

QY!COKB:

Self R.

3

'.the young man baa just been expelled from c.ollege following a wild
drinking party in which a coed claims that she was raped by the men
present. The young man does not remember whether or not he WD a party
to the crime, but he was very drunk. He hae ju.t told his grandmother
the story. and she 18 hurt and shocked to think he would be involved in
such a thing. 'l11e man feels very guilty first sbout baing drunk, and

aecond telling his grandmother or hurting her. for ahe bas been very
good to him. In the proceeds of the trial he ia found guilty of rape
and 18 sentenced to die. at which the grandmother commits suicide.
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THiME:

Other R.

,3

QRTC9M:

Other fl..

Thla looka like a father and hie son sit:t:l.na C108Q together. The
ha, just advised his SOft on whether he should get married or not.
hi. son is really torn between what he would like to do, and what
reasonable 8' stated by hie father. Be'll probably wait like his
wanes him to until he geta • good job.

'1!JRIE:

Other It.

4

fatl1er

and
so!mda
father

2

CardjIDm
This guy is obviously being helped in acme manner. Be'a drunk. Someone's helping him on with his coat, and to stand u.p. ne's got a pained
expression on his face. He got dr~ for a reaaco--because he had an
Il:tgument with his wife. Be fe~lI he baa to gc home ar.d face tbe music.
He do Iil 8n , t want to, He wIll a;o home and they will argue.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,~"'!I'

U

.,~

. . . . """"' _ _

Mean Other Score • 25/9 - 2.80
Mean Self Score - 6/2 • 3.00
1be difference scoree which w111 be used to differontiate the eX"Ped.mental groups combine the above scoret in the fol1OlJh'll msnner.

dl • (.elf) 6

~nU8

(other) 26 • -19

da • (a81£) a minus (other)

6·· 4

'.thus. in this elWmpl.a, tbfil difference is negaU.ve 23, which indicates the

dominauce of other

~elian~e.

Bad the score

dimension would have heen domtnant.

b~en

positive. the self reliance

The numerical value indioates the magn! ..

tude of the difference. while tile valence indicates the directior~11ty of the

difference.

The difference score also. combines the two. .specta of the sub-

lects performance expressed in the mean IJccre--the ve1shtcd sccre asstaned to.
the st.ories. and the numOeor eo! stcries claosed so other ""eliant or self reli-

ant.

By comb!ni~~

these two Dspecte the differences are maxtmized, and one

takea into. eCC(,!Hnt not only the cumulation of weighted scoru, but alao how
tbb accre was achieved.

In the example the mean self score of 3.00 was

achieved with cnly tv~ stories of • pcssible 12. while the ee1f scere of 2.80
was achieved with 9 atorie••
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